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ABSTRACT-
Budgeting andThudget planning in higher edUcation- are

-considered, and the long - standing- debate Ccincerpingthether'budgeting
is largely. a'. techniCaiona-politicaleXerciesIS reviewed in. this
monOgraph..Ths roles of various participants _in the budgeting process.
and the-form cifHthSir 'participation, with emphasis on centralization
.cf authority it'.the-budgetary'-proCeSS,-are analyzed,. and-the problem,
of -eguity,:or allocation of similar resources for Similar-needs, -is-
explained, The;roles'pf varioustypes.6finformation, 'particularly
that :pertalnincito- the costs and: outcomes' of the 'eduda.f.A;nal --

experience in bUdgetary decision-Making,. and the burdens of.
informationireporting'are discussed. The heritage,; of current
.budget-planning :approaches in postsecondary : education is traced. .Ths
approach-es to budgeting in private indOStiy and the development of
budgeting practice in, thS Public-sector dUring- this:CenturY are
consid4red. Problems associated With.budgeting in-postsecondary
education and -thelnfluence of the business and pubaicadministration
approaches'-are discussed. The following five budgetjplanning-
approaches arelesCribel in detail: .inCremental budg.eting,'forffIaa
budgeting, program budgeting, zero-base hUdgeting,-and'perforMance
tudgeting. An itialysis:of-budgeting roles and -responsibilities-
existing at different orgaizati,oni,1 is presented.
Budget- request strategies-and budgeting review 'techniques are'
considered. Recommendations for further research axe offered,,-and
bibliography is included'. (SR)
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When Jonathan Fi e invited us ,to prepare thisAAHE-ERIC/Higher
, "Education Research port on budgeting and budget 'planning-we

were grateful for the opportunity Oriel aware of the attendant obliga-
.

tion) to collect and organize our thoughts on this topic. We regard it
as important to everyone -with an interest, selfish or -otherwise, Vii
higher education. After some months of effort, however, the initial
sense of pleasure had shaded toward distress. limit on manu-\
scriptIpages,thc magnitude of our subject, and the diversity of post'
secondary education in America, compounded to make our-elected
.task seem too ambitious. We -wanted the monograph to be aca-
dernically,sound, to have pragmatic value for the budgeting prat
itioner, and to be relevant to'the concerns of administrators in all

types of postsecondary-education institutions. But there simply was
Pot space to do all that.

So we sought remedies, the first of which was our publisher's kind
permission to submit a somewhat longer manuscript than originally
contemplated. And we determined to narrow our ,scope,.' to cancen-

on budgeting in collegiate institutions, ra
.

embrace the concerns of the full, diverse
stitute postsecondary education. Even so,-

in the scope of higher education, to- focu
' budge( planning in state-supported insti

Nonetheless, we hope that this-man
cerned with independent colleges an
tions found in postsecondary educe
eras may find that various exa
process we offer are not alto,
We have tried to provide 'a
of bu,dgetiiig a format

If our attempt to cover such a broad topic in a limitecii compass
produced its frustrations they were more than compensated by the
attendant refreshment cf out own thinking and the opportunity to
take advantage of the perspectives of colleagues at, theNational
Center for Higher ducation Alanagement Systems. Ben Lakvrence,

.Richard Allen, Armijo, Wiiaiarn Johnston, Wayne Kirschling,
Sid Micek, and J n Topping all ts11-4eel their expertise to illuminate
various aspects f the monograph...We ar6s.grateful to each of them.

er than trying to-
of schools that con?

Ind it necessary, with
remarks on

script will interest those-con-
various other kinds of,institu-

on. We concede that these read-
\s of fine .points in budgeting

er applicable to their ortm\situations.
nable, cornprehensive;:balanced view

the busy college executive in Mind.



Kent Caruthers, Senior Staff Associate, and Melvin Di. Orwig,
sociate Director, at the National Center for Higher Ed6c-ation Man=
agernent,Systems (NCHEMS) haVe developed g Research Report that
brings together the major- actors, procedures, and systems idVolved in
the budgeting process.' Their review and analysis of this process
points out how budgets are created; the importance they .play in
setting Frolic', and how the various:leveli of the institution can have
input into this process.

nathan D. Fife, Director
®Clearinghouse on Higher Education



A "bu ger is defined by Webster's New Collegiate Dictioriary as:
a statement of the financial position of an administration for, a definite
period ofi time based on estimates of expenditures -during the period
and proposals for financing' them; a plan for the coordibation of
resources and expenciitures.(emphasis added).

For higiher ecln mon there are twb areas in developing a- budget
that Make this ocess tonsiderably different from that of a corer

_

inertial b siness. Pint and foremoit, the goals of business are titally,
very strai-htforward to make a profit and are set by manage-
merit. In

if"
education' the goals are not singular but are

balancing bf teaching- research, and service activities. TI1& emphasis
wand resources directed toward each area, are not determined soieir by
management but are the result of general understandim4 between
faculty acid lidmirfistfation.

The second difference is income_ For business, income is detrmined'
by the price placed On its goods or services and the quantity sold. The
priceice s set to exceed the expenses needed to "produce the goods or.

services; the quantity sold is determined by the production capacity
and sales force of the business For higher education the px.ike of the
product.is set at far below cost, thus necessitating that the institution
look for revenue from other sources to break even. For example, in

- 1975-76, for all of higher education, only 20.6 pereent of income came
from student tuition and fees., The remaining income came from the
federal government (16.3 percent); state government (4.1. percent):
private gifts, grants, and contraets (4.1 percent); endowments (1.7 per-
cent); sales and services (19:4 -percent); and other sources -(2.2 per-
cent). Thus, institutions of higher -education are-dependent on many
sources of income, many that are not directly related to the student
or to the research capacity of an institution.

Because of institutions' inability to clearly set goals and the multi-
ple sources orrevenue, the budgeting process has.notbeen well under-
stood by rricAt t f the institutions'members. This_ was not a great con- "

cern while instil tions- were growing and funds were plentiful. But
,if in the face-of declining enrollment, decreasing government support,

and a static,faculty, it is becoming increasingly important to have a
wide understanding`of the budgeting 'process to influence this process.



We 'benefited greatly rnments- of seven outside re-
viewers, who represent Tema b e amalgam of aCadeinic and prag-
tnatid' understanding of _ cc and higher education. They are

enda. Norman Albright ssocciate Dittor for Fiscal Affairs and
a ysterns for the Tennessee Higher Education CommisSion;

lessor Lyman A. Glenny of the University of California, fOrruexly
Executive Director of the Illinois ,Board of Higher Education Dr.
Frans Jenti Vice President for Finance and Business.at the tollege
of Woosterr Professor. Larry1_.elie of_tlie University of Arizona, Of
face of. Rekarcb and Study irr!Pigher- ducaiion;',. Dr. Anthony Mor-
gan, Assistant to the Vice President and Assistant Professor, of Highe
Education at the friiiveriity o/ Utah; Gail Norris, Executive Coor-clina:

of the WathinkOri. Council'. of Postsecondary EduCation and form-
er Director of P6iiiiinKand Budget (=M Theer at the Pennsylvania State.,-
Universitrlandifrofesscir Augustus Tifrnbull; former Staff- Director of"
the Ylorida House of Representitives' Committee..an Education and
flow Chairman of Florida State %University's Dep"aftriierit.,of '
Administration. KacIrlof these reviewers submitted' many helpful eon-.
merits and the 'Monograph is,clea,rly more valuable to its readCrs be
cause of their;t'Eforts..

we wish to express out appr ciati several members of
the NCI-1E74S staff who helped prepare the man tiscrifft In particular.i.,
we are indebted to kanm-aelly-wtio-pro rres.
to Paula Dressler and Helen Barron who typed- the early VerSiOnS of
the manuscript and helped us mairiejf;' ;in rate bibliography,
and to Barbra Epp. and Linda Priddy' wfro

.
typed the anal mano-

script
Let the reader Auspect, dim we are conniving to share the blame

for any inade.i-iacies in the monograph with 19, others, we hereby`
declare ourselvet fully responsible for all omissions OVeirors.

, , ,

T. Kent Caruthers and Melvin D.! Orwig
.-
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Administrate s in postsecondary eddcation offs
as primarily 4financial exercise riecessary, b
_Budgeting- however, one of the Most dynamic
agement, because- it affects all management fun
Wilda Sky observed:

regard budgeting
till and-.:.tedious.
?Ictions of man-
,
btu. As Aaron

. . one is likely to .think of budgeting as An arid _subject, the province
of stodgy clerks and dull statisticians: Nothing could. be more _mistaken.
.Humap nature is never more evident than when men 'aye struggling to
gain a larger share of funds or to -apportion what they hate among
myriad claimants (1974, p.

The tssential purposes, of budgetin are distribute resources,-
translate plans into actions, and foster accountability, In its most
basic ccinceptiork the budget is an instrutnent that enables the alloca-

..

'doff of resources from one organizational unit to another, whether it
be froril a department, to a faculty member, from a college- to a de-
partment, 'from the university to a coll , 2r froM a fiinder to the

. .university. In allocating these-resources, however, explicit choices are
made amOng Alterrtaiive ways in Which they might be used s

Typically , the request budget (which indicates Wkat resources are -
sought-and for what purposes) is larger 'than the expenliture budget
(s+.;hich specifies the uses of the resources_actually provided). In foram-
lating the request' budget,choices'are made at each level, from faculty
menber to academic chief executive, regarding the possible actiii
that might be carried out at`The institution duririg the budget period.
Similarly, the translation of the request, budget into the Apending
budget, involves Making choices among the proposed set of activities.'
Most choices. made in the annual request-allocation cycle focus on
h9w to spend the proposed budget increment Since _the increment
usually is small by contrast with the existing b dget base, one iteration
of the annual cycle seldom has drIlmatici impact on institutional di
rectibn.l. Significant -programmatic change and btidget reallocation
nortnally result from special planning studies. Nonetheless, much at-
teniion and energy are focused on the annual btidger cycle. Various
techniques and approaches the executive, budget; , planning, pro-
grarnming and budgeting, systems (PPM); zero-base -budgeting;

-forrfitila budgeting; perform nce-based budgeting; as well as various-
.



innions of these represent efforts to im
prove the -s by .Vbich--request budgets are developed ancl.de-
cisions Fl to transform them into spendmg,budgets.

The.bn the formal mechanism through which plans:be-
come undert kinsy ',Not all "agree however, that the planning and
budgeting ;1 s.shotild be completely 'integTated.' Schmidtfein
and Glenny(J9.7".."0::Pyprr.{.1. -3); and Schick '0960 argue that plan-
ning'and bUdgeting inhei'ent conflict. They note, fdr example, Eli=
pia,nning tends (c) go2fprwai i'&withot the, specific resource,or time
constraints that apply in they budge process (Schrnidtlein and. Glenny
1977, p 240). On the Ether hind itch .(14!-)67) contends,that separa-
don of planning and budgeting s was a major source of dik
ficulty irc the Department of Defens providing the primary rationale
for the introduction of PFBS into th agency'. Whether or not plan-
ning and budgeting-are carried out , same staff or are totally
integrated,: organizational plans eventually must be translated into
some: formal. budget request if they are to be'come operati6nals,activi-,
ties. This.essential relatiOnship between,planning and budgeting can-
not be ignored.-

The third general purpose of the budget, it all .orgapizational
levels, is to serve as an instrument for achieving'both internal and ex-

nal accountability. Internally,- budgets, provide a mechanism for
expenditure and management .control of operational activities. Ex
ternally, the budget helps to communicate to constituencies the activi-,

ties-that will be supported by.allocations and the expected' results. To
the extent that the results are on are not aellievedthe credibility of
the orghnization is enhanced or reduced.

end so the making of a budget should not be treated as a routine
exercise. 'Die budget its development, communication, and exeeu-._. -lies at the heart of tl Management process and affects, directly-

r indirectly, most management decisions. In this monpgraph. we
undertalie to identify -tile forces and factors shaping current ap-,

proaches to budgeting in postsecondary education" and to 'indicate
likely developm6nts in corning years.

Major .IssuesT. and I trip tications
We begin this six-part monograph with a brief review of a long-

standing' debate concirning whether budgeting is largely a technical
or a political exercise. Two equally plausible 'arguments command
our attention.' There- is much to be slid for developing and improv-
ing technical approaches to budgeting. The budget must be reduced
to quantitative form, and the use of technical analyses in farm~ of



decisionmaking is well established. Just as Clearly, however, hudgeting
requires, choices in a political environthent. The importance ofr peo-
ple, of their values and convictions, cannot be estimated by a stand;ird
process or reduced to a number. Although the debate Sometimes
takes on either-or dimensions, we conclude that good budgeting
practice must drr 'froth both of these perspeCties end be tailored to
the situation at hand. The challenge to tfi-e budget planner is to
understand the proper application of each consideration, latinan apd
numerical.

The next section considers sev'eNal Major issues that emerge in al-'
most any -discussion of budgeting, We analyze the toles of various
participants in the budgeting process and the form of their,,rvrticipa-
tioh, with emphasis on a key p-articipation theme centrali-i:itibrupf

, .

authority in the budgetary rfocess. The problem:ot'dquit) -i..11beaf'-

ing similar resources for Sirniiiiir'needs' is also explained. Finally,
we discuss the roles of various types brinforination, particularly that
pertaining to the costs and outcomes of the-'echica,ircinUil.'expdiqtrice,
in.budgetary decisionnuking, and the burdens of information re
porting. In some ,form or other, these themes have appeared in the
,literature at least since Trevor Arriett's:,-:semini work on higher-educa-.-,
tion finance in 1922., We conclude that these-issues do-not lend them-
selves: to general solutions, and thus reason iliac they will always 'be -

sources of concern in budget development.
Like Most' administrative activity_ budgetary practice re-

stilts from an evolutionary process_ The third section of the mono-
graph traces the heritage of current budget-planning approaches in
postsecondary education. We consider the approaches to budgeting
in private industry and trace the development of budgeting, practice
in the public sector during this century. We then-describe thepar-
ticulitr problems assOciated with budgeting in postsecondary ethical
tion and discuss the influence of the business and .public-adrrtinistra-
tion -approaches, The third section closes with a cliscussion of why
the ,demands for greater rationality in budgeting are caused by
emerging issues such is the projected enrollment decline, the move-
ment by many institutions to serve new clientele or enter new markets
or both;` the ,ever,increasing demands for accountability, and_ the
emergence of collective-bargaining..

In the fourth section, we describe in detail five budget-planning
approaches: incremental budgeting, formula budgeting, proga-irri
budgeting, zero-base btidgeting, and 'performance budgeting. All

these approaches ire used in postsecondary -education today. We ob-
serve a definite trend toward the so-called more rational budgeting



. .

approaches in our ever-changing environment, and find further sup;
port for 'our conclusion that More budget innovation in the ration
alist stream is probable during the coming decade.

The fifth section, presents an analysis of budgetary roles-and re-
ponsibilitles existing at different organizational-levels and how they 1_

vary as the function of` particular phases of the resource-request-al-
location cycle. We conaler ,budget request strategiqs and budget

techniques, finding that the considerable: uncertainty that
deans acid' department heads'must cope with until the allocation is
known leads to colasiderable tension and frustration.

Recommendations for -Furthe Inquiry
If as w.e concluded, budgetinfr, in postsecondary education is likely

to undergo significant change...in-the coming decade: wh %t might be
rdone, that would encourage PositiVe results? We conclude .that there

are a number of needed research and development Activities stin-ouncl-
ing the major issues tint we identify in the monograph.

Further research is needed ,in at least, the following three areas:
zderstanding the fixed and va-riable nature 3f resource con-

ion in higher education a. better knowledge of cost behavior
essential for successful development of new approaches to slate,

level funding, improved, pricing decisions, cost recovery, and iden
tification of the short-term financial impacts of retrenchment de-
cisions.

Understanding. fltc o,ganization`al and decisioninak rocesses
in budge.ting more work is needed in evaluating the comparative
effectiveness of decisions that are made at various levels-of the budget
process and in assessing the role of technical analysis in support
the political nature of budgeting.

Understandinx the impact of entering_new marlie budgeters.
need to be able to provide considerably more-inforination about the
long-term fiscal and pragmatic- consequences of changing their mis-

.

sion to serve new markets.
We .also see the need for four general categories of applied .re-

search and development:

egrating academic planning and budgeting.activities there
will be a strong tendency for planners to ignore the pragmatic im-
plications of budget reductions. when faced with .retrenchment; but
such shortsightedness will -lead to even mo4 complex problems in
later years.

4



iiclaptirt4 budgeting techniques to the unique needs of colleges
and universities .since most budget reform occurs outside the con-
fines of higher education, developmental activities- will -be' required
to modify emerging, budgeting techniques to make them more
valuable for institutions of higher education.

Measuring financial implications of collective' bargaining col-

. lective bargaining is increasingly' becoming the way of fife- for both
academic and nonacademic..staffs. Given the tendency for unions

cinever give back any advantage gained, budget planners need an
impr_ ,ed ability to eval-uate-the long -term financial- implications of
each collective bargaining clemanck

proued--., enrollment fordcasting the majof advances
achieved in enrollment forecasting a decade ago are best .suited for
anticipating growth and capital congz-uction.- needs New methods
are 'required that are nicfre 'accur ate afirthat can determine probable
'enrollments it more discrete levels./. Beyond that, enrollnient

i d
pro-

jection models shoul be developed than can reflect- the consequences. . , . .. _

of management efforts to increase enrollment- (for example, initiation
of student marketing programs), rather than have enrollment pro

4.jeftiOns based exclusively on demographic trends.
Because,of space limitations, emphasis in the monograph is placed

on the budgetary process in public institutions and state,level post-

secondary-education agencies. Relatively little -attention is devoted
to federal concerns, practices in private institutions, revenue fore-
casting, or budgeting- for restricted funds. The monograph does not
attempt to explain how to carry-out budgeting. Our purpose is to

,,--

provide a general. background about the issues, techniques, and de-
, velopments in postsecondary budgeting and, to `acquaint- the reader

with' the extensive literature that is available for further:investiga.
tion.



Budge fig Perspectives

Budgeting is most frequentsited ram a technical per-
spective. A budget is variouslq descn as a financial plan (Heckert
and Willsorro 1955) and a planning and control system (Jones and

.....Trentin 1965): Heiser (1959), however, distinguishes between the
paSsive nature of a budget and 'the active process of budgeting. He
defines a budget as an overall blueprint or a comprehensive plan of
operations aneactiotis, expressed in financial terms. He views bud-.
geting, on the other hand, as the:process of,:preparing. a buclget, a
function that is used for planning, and coordination as well as fat:
maintaining, marbagement control at-the cirganization. Thus the two
principal aspects of budgeting are budge.t, planning and budget can-
trol.

1"yhtT (1973) attempts to distingnish between planning and budget-
.ing, describing planning as the process that identifies desired outputs,

and budgeting as the process that identifies required inputs. Yet- his
description of zero-base budgeting links the planning and budgeting
.functions, thereby introducing a new concept, that of a budgeting
system. Jones and Trentin succinctly capture most of the 'technical
aspects of a budget, budgeting, and a budgeting system.

A budget can be regarded as primarily a plan or goal or objective, and_
we know of no better definition of budgeting than to say it is primarily
a Planning and control system. Each word in that definition is important
for a full understanding of budgeting's proper role. The planning and_
control aspects relate to the fundamentals of the management process.

To 'regard budgeting as a sstern is most important, because this
implies a continuing process throughdut the year the key to good
budgeting in any business operation (1966. p, 14)..

Yet even thiS' technical definition, comprehensive though it is, does
not embrace the full. substance. of budgeting and its impacts. Wild-
ayskr Paints out that budgeting cannot be disassociated from its par-
ticipants. .

Budgeting deals with the purposes of men. How can they be moved to
cooperate? How can their conflicts be resolved? . . . Serving diverse
purposes, 2 budget can be. ninny things: a political act, a plan of work,
a prediction. a source of enlightenment, a means of obfuscation, a me-
chanism of control, an escape from restrictions, a means to action, a
brake on progress, even a prayer.that the powers that be will deal gently
with the best aspirations of fallible men (1974. p-



uman Elements ..,
\ r-

As the importance of the nteractton between people atid:bUdgets
cores clearly under. toad, increasing' attention is paid by

psychologists and orgy intional-theorists to budgeting (G nnyl
1976 pp. 12-32). Similarly, the valuative dimensions of budge ing,
which: are manife4tatibns of niirnan wilues, social forces, and.political

..-

pro: sses, are emerging in ture to 'claim equality with the
scie trfic dimensians associa d with techniques,, systems, and quanti=
tati e analysis.

----\.
1 part, this is explained y the complexity that derives from the,

div rsity, characterizing the ristituencies of postsecondary ecitica don
:

and from the many perspe represented ,by the parricipants in
the budgetary process. Sri , taallty, instAutiorral administramis,
stat executives and legisla and federal executives and legislators,
are all directly affect.720 by ncly niolved :in the i:troCres. Eaeh of these

p .
e

7.:, . .v,
groups is, to a, eate- tiro sser -clegre a-tonsurner of services pro-
viaed by postseconciary,edication; As such ;'each group has- an in-
terest in the prices forz,servi es, which are dete'rmined in the budgetary
process, and in the.; progra arat,i,c-fecisions made during the develop-_
ment of a- bud r,' or forced 13y -budget constraints, (Morgan 1975).

Whenr resources are limited, ,-I decision to increase resources for
instruction can re'sult in.'.dpereasecl resources f6r research, less em7;
pha'sis on public service, a rechiOion in:student health services, higher,.
Student fees or tuition, and so forth. Thus such of decision can coin-
cide with the interests f some students and faculty and contravene
the interests of others. Recogniiing the pervasive influence of the
budget, the American Association of UniversitY4Professors has adopt-
ed a formal policy star anent on the role of the faculty in budgeting

-matters (AAUP 1976) Similarly, the same- decision might satisfy
legislators interested i improved instruction, yet conflict with state
and federal programs designed- to irnpr9ve financial access to post-

, secondary 6clucatibn. Balancing these diverse interests is an im-
Iportant ro e of the b clgetary process, and the impact of the process

clearly scends. the, purely technical dimensions of any particular
budgetin system.

Techn 'Analysis
Few would argue that budgeting is simply a technical exercise car-_

ried ut in a routinized system. Nonetheless, there is considerable
clisagTeement about the role of quantitative analysis and

syst in budgeting (Glenny et al. 105; Meisinger 1975; Morgan
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1978; Schick 197.1; Schrnidtlein anc. fenny 1977; Schultze 1968; and,
Wildasky 1974). The roots of this e can be traced to a central
problem, in welfare ,economics rCgarcking the optimal distribution of
resources between the government and-the privatC.sector, (Musgrave
and .Peacock 1958), Though there are nian5/.. techbical and philo
sophical faicels to this debate, .inevitably 41fare.economics is prem-
ised and dependent on a political mechanism that enables social

,values to he identified and expresed in public policy and to be served.
through` public programs -(Dahl and -Lindblom '1953).

In recent yeas,, attention has focused on'different approaches' to
budgeting and on organizational interactions, both' extetnal, and in.
ternal, assotiated with budgeting systems: The development of ale
planning, programming, and budgeting systerri (PPM)" diernripiT to
heighten this `debate than anv other single development wr4ne
Nelson's bibliography on program budgeting, Iyhich, iris -1,054
(1970).". - ' i.

PP% is typical of budgeting systems in that it w7ts..Lntroduced
(I) achieve better coordination betWeen the plann in, and imiCigptinF
functions, (2) enable consideration of future consequences of bildget
decisions, (3) ifnproye understanding of how proposed expendiatires
influence prcigr.ams,' and -(t), make the liudgk an inseurneut for

P

achievkrig a greater-eater,cosigritetic[e between in organization's goals and
its --programs..-Hitch glowirply snmmarized the results'of the imple
mentation of PP in the `Defeti9c Department:

Thus, we have provided for (Ile
military and civilian 'advisors
place and ai one time all ofrthe
make sound decisions on the...1.fir- ward
Of aliat pTgr'am. It
world "has a comprehensive Defense
more than one !tear into the future

I et

_ y of Defense and his principal
stein' which brings- together 4t one

tt information ' that they need to
pfc rant and to control the execution,-
firs time, the largest, business in 'the
Dcf/artment wide plan th'ai exicrids,

(1967; p. 39). fd-;

Assessments liki:-these led to the eventual to l nientation of PPBS,-.
-in all federal agencies and'.thevincrea;itig us rmr-irntec
budgeting in sa to government.

Politiccil Rationality
,Not everyone is as optimistic about technical proac es to buti--:--

geting, however,'Wilcia.vsky," for example,-contends that -c recent
analytical approaches Jo- hudgfting Itai"e tended td emphasize the
achievement of economically efficient prograrrimatic alternatives at
the expense of politicalN quint] acceptable policies. In develop-



mg the case for political 'rationality, ilda ky quotes the philo-
sopfrer Paul Dijsing:

. 7 the political problem is talways basic and prior ,lo 411 We- others.
. . . This means that 2ny suggested course. of action fn t be evaluated
first by its effects on the political structure. A course , E action which t.
corrects economic or social deficiencies but increases poi real difficulties
must bel rejected; while an action which contributes to p litical .improve-
-meni. is desirable even if it is not entirely sound from econorum or
social standpciint (197-1, p 19I)_

° The need for political- rationality derives from the "political
cosiS.,". as Wildaysky terms then,. incurred :in the development and
establishmene'br 'public policy. 117ildaysky views thern is exchangecosts,::

incurred by a liolitical leader when fte,needs. the support of other people
to get. a policy adopted. Hr Itasr-tp pay fox.,,,,this assistance bs- using up 0-
resources in the form of, favors- (patronaie. logrolling) or coercive moves
(threats of acts to veto or ;remove' frkn -office). By supportipg. a policy
and influencing othos to do sane,-the sae, a politician antagonizes tome
people and ._maysuffer their retaliation.. if these hostility costs mount,
they may" fur.n into reelection costs actions that decrease his chances(o(
those of his frieilds),of being elected or reelectedto office Election costs,
in turn, may become, polies costs through inabtlirs 40 .year-in-nand the .
rjecessap< formal powers to accomplish the4 sired p !icy objectives.
In a political situation, then; The ,,,need for su ort ssumcs central im-
portanZ4e. Not simply the economic; but time -costs and benefits
turn out to be crucial (1974._ p. 192),

ti
_n cons4t tink' a model- of state postSecondaw-education budget-

ink, .Schmi in ctld Glenny proposed .three -criteria by which to
measure the effectiLeuess of the budget process: technical efficiency,
allorcative efficiency,- and rationality. -Technical efficiency,- they ex-,
plain "denore5 the degrecto which, an organization produces a set
of outputs, of specified quality and ,,quant.ity using the least cost set
of inputs aria.,piocesses" (1977, p. 27). Ailocative efficiency is Con-
cernea with th ,relative preferences of collective and individual
Members of sori y regarding the distribtiti n ofithe costs and bene-

- fits cif bull activities. Using a,sorne Nit unusual conceof
rationality hat,is probilbly allied to the -aid and Lindblom- con-

.
teri`tion t1-1 bargaining, is a pc litico-economic necessity, (1953):
Schmidtlein and GJenny put forward the rationality criterion as a
riteans' of on the bArgainirig:

,

process, rile rationality cri-
terion'recognizes 'many questions do not, 'open up" for straight-_

ward_ technic allocative analysis and, as a consequence, re
quire, a budge y process that permits discussion and negotiation.e



c
The r 'onality criterion pZrtictil
obscure car controKers-141. this c41' utnstance

are

is designed that-perruf_s -affected pirties to evaluate the cense
s °of cieclsions and fo bargain fiat favorable ordeal-les. Outcomes re

this tianittlateral hatgaiiiing ,process and not from compre7
a.fsis orl t cis I e.c 'sicfnmakef 0977.

Wildt:n- 'is 1Car ore-concern& a 1 floc 1 efficiency a. 47 -.-trrnnlrty "Ilan he is .about Jechoical ic e argires strongly'
against the partieullar form of bildgeling represented by PPI3S and is,
concerned,a

ibom-iie drive 4o increase techilic;Lefficiency in budget
in\k practicfs. But kl\smairi thrtt& of his discourse is to prorri

" )"budgeting- proces--..,,fr;tt .allow for political negotiation. Though
the most part cast negatiel;y; his argument can he -viewed as a past'
-tive, statement for more' ausention to rationality, the third "criterion;
identified by Schmidtleni mil Glermy. On the role of analysis. in
budgeting,'Wilcli,kg% i's more ambignous: .,

Stu'dics based in efficictus criteria are much needed and itacrcasintls
mend. Ms ciltafviel is nor itith them as sit-eh, at all I have been con-

.tined that a single value, however inipmitant, could triumph over other
valiites iv;thoift odilicit consideration tiring giim these others.. 1. would
feel much bettcr if political rationality were being pursued with the wine
vigor and capability as is economic efficiency In that case 1 would have
Ewer t-tualmsabinit extending efficiency studies into the decision-making
:4PParatuli (1974. p. tj 94).

o

and .Theri onmahing
Schultze as a 'lick 2 open advocate of the neecF for technical

in budgeting: mertheless recognizes the importance, of p1
in .,budgeting',, ugh the political pforess, he observ-e9, hunian4--

are interpcted into decision: In a democracy, the political
tools of deckionrnaking bargaining,, advocacy, negotiation, and
compronitse are the means by which workable agreements -are
made amid conflicts about values and ,interests" (1968, 'p. vii), But
analysis is really important. ' "An- Schultze maintains- "can
help focus deb:rie upon matters about which judgmen'a are necessary.
It can suggest superior alternatives. eliminking or at least minimizing
the number of inferior solutions. Thus by sharpening the debate,
systematic analysis can enorrooysly improve. it (1 968, p. 75). In r

Other words, analysis can refine )11e options from which alternativeNs
'are chosen and in tht way help to improve the quality of clerisitytisr--

10



Summing up his explication of the role of 'quantitative analysis in
policy -development and budgeting, chulm observes:

The most frustrating aspect of-- public- life is not the inability to con-
vince others of the merits of 'cherished project or policy. Rather it is

the endless hours spent on policy discussions in which yeleVant issues
have not been separated front the irrelevant, in which ascertainable facts
and relationships have not been jrivestig.ated.but are the subject of-heated,
debate in which consideration of alternatives is impossible because onlY
one proposal has been developed, and above all discussions in which
nobility of aim is presumed to determine effectit eness'of program.

There arc 'enough real value conflicts, institutional rigidities. and
scarcities of information in the Was of effective government action. Let, us
not a mussie additional obstacle b assuming that . complex values can
be useIs translated into necessarily cbmplex programs by nothing
more than spirited debate.

It may, indeed. be -necessary to guard against the naivete of the sygterus
analyst who ignores political constraints and believes that efficiency alone
produce,! virtue. 114A- it is equally necessary rn guard against the naivete of

.'the AeciAitinrnakr who ignores resource constraints and believes that,.
virtue alone produces 'efficient:\ (1965, pp. 76-76).

Clearly, both politics and quantitative analysis important
roles in budgeting. Political negotiation provides i mechanism
through which social and human values can be reflected in budgetary
decisions, Quantitative analysi/, on the other hand, helps to refine,.
options, explore' the consequences of alternatives, and thereby -lfelps
to sharpen the debate. As Glenny observes:

Despite disagreement and lack of theory,-,budget professionals are mov-
ing slowly- arid pragmatically toward a more ssteniatic applbach to bud-
geting. They attempt to apply common pmettluro and practices . - .

and to gain objectivity in budget ,decisiimmaking through data and in-
formation systems. use of analytic simulations and decision models. "and
new forms of budgets, generally program types of budgets. While aye
e courage these efforts . we agree with Drat who states that ',to he
fr nk, neither the facts nor the methods needed to set down a complete.
,basic guide,for constructing optimal policymaking systerns are set avail-

(1976a, p.-8').

The reason for Dror's caution is exemplified in the work of Pfeffer
and Salancik. Relying on the work ot_organizational scholars' for

'Analysis of organizations from the PerspectiVe of decisionmaking has been
carried out for several \ears and a rich literatufe surrotinds,it But as Bondy has
noted, sociologists . have tended not to focus on the resource allocation
problem" (r070, p, 271).

Both Glenn} (1976a) and Schmichlein and Glenny (1977) offer air excellent dis-
cussioti of the interrelationships of organization and budget theory. Beyond that
are the works of Baldridge (1971), Gyert and March (1963). DoWirs (1967). March
and Simon (1958). and Thompson 19671 .? all concerned with organizational theory
and decisionmaking processes,



the construction of their analytical paradigm, they found that the
amount of resources provided to 'departments was directly related to
the power (political _influence) held by that department in the or-
ganization. "The more- powerful the department, the less the al-
located resources are a function of departmental workload and stu-
dent demand for course offerings" (1974, p. 135). Thus to ,under-
stand budgeting in postsecondary education, one must be-aware of
both the political and analytical. dimension of budgeting_

As -Dahl and Lindblom point' out not all of everyone's goals can
be satisfied in economic life. Economizing, therefore, requires a pro-
cess for determining whose goals shall have priority and to what
extent- (1953,- 129). These priorities are determined -and decisions
made through a combination of .political negotiation and technical
analysis: Though the literature is replete with arguments for and
against both, their separation is artificial and hnsleacling.

Technical analysis in budgeting is riOt a Substitute for politics. It
, nor should it seek to eliminate Politics from planning and

liddgeting. It is through the political proc'ess that values and intuitive
judgments are. incorporated into. decisions. Analysis can help, how-
ever, to focus dikussions, identify alternatives, and assess the possi-
ble future consequences,o f a particular course of action. .Provided
they ;ye not viewed and used as_ends in'thernselves, we regard techni:
cal approaches to budgeting as necessary adjuncts to clecisionmaking
in an increasingly complexenvironment.
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Major Issues in Postsecondary
Education Budgeting

Given the diverse and far-reaching purposes served by budgeting,'
it should not be surprising that many issues, many points of conten-
tion, surround. budgeting 'in postsecondary education. Though the'
issues are interrelated in their effects, we have, for purposes of dis
cussion, organized them into- five categciries: participation, centraliza-
tion of authority, equity, information burdens, and- cost, outcomes,
and performance information.

In The. Uses of thk Universily,'Kerr (1963) coined Taltiversity to
connote the complexity of the, Modern American university. It-is
an enterprise-cOnducted by incrividuals,exhibiting more differences in
interests than they share in common and 'serving diverse. trid often
conflicting purposes. Balderston has..noted that universities ire

(mostly_,. but not entirely) focused on the young paicl for by the
old . . they are sUpposed to endure forever, and they make- their
budgets one uncertain year at a (1963. p. 1). He adds:

the general goals of a university are shrouded 'in vagueness_ By common
consent, there arc several goals: but there is, not consensus among those,
concerned with universities about the relative importance of the goals:
the interdependencies among them. or ways of .measuring attainment. of
them (1074, p. 0).

The vagueness and lack of consensus are logical consequcncc
manner in which goals are articulated_ Balderston again!

goals are woiked out by numerous accommodations in the organization
rather than_as nfetv appear, being adopted and announced from on high.
. . . In short, we deal with the operation and design of a 'managerial
maces and -nor the question of coaching'a single executive to do the
right thing. . . There are many contributorssto the malutgerial process.
diffAcently-situated in the university some with administrative titles
and wren-without (1975- 4-5).

The`The sari eip, ight be said of the budgeting process in collegial in-
stifutions. Not all agree that this diffuseneSs regircling institutional
goals-A-either desirable or necessary. Neff, for example, argues that

. . university goals. should he centrally -derived. Goals broad state-
ments of the. Institutional purpose should be an egpression of the total
institutional V)erspective. The total perspective is always more than the
sum of the-desires of subgroups within the institutions (1971. p.



Participation
Nonetheless, Balderston has captured the current st teof participzi-

tory'decisiOnmaking in Universities and other senior educational in
stitutions. Faculty, stlidents, and administrators are all - effected.;by,
and therefore desire to participate in the development of the in-
tittitional budget. Externally, the interests of the alumni, the corn
unity, and if it a 'publicly funded institution, state agencies and

legisla(ors along with federal administrators must alsci be'consiclied
sri the development of a budget.; As Balderston points out

4be university has become a mixture of instituqon, enterprise. and agency.
This is 'partly because it has assembled a lafge and confusing range of
activities and Opel atinns, but partly also because the major parties at
interest want to view it in different.ways the facility and students, as an,

,institution;-- the trustees and some administrators. as,an enterprise `and the
governmental sponsors, as an agency. Conflicts dr purpose, law. rnotiva-
tron, and style flow. from these 'different views (1974 p. 2).

Participation in budgeting is further complica d by the unique
roles of facult and students the one hand, faculty, as teachers
and researchers participate in the organ)Ition trt tradi*ional labor
roles. On , the other hand, as the designers of programs, the de-

.velopers of disciplines,. the clirectois of research projects, and the
maintainers of academic, standards, faculty perform management
roles. Tiieir claim to participation in the development of the budget
is therefore on the basis of two roles of equal inlpot (AAUP 1976).

Similarly, .students function in a dual capacity.. As consumers, they
are interested ill the choices made in the budgetary process. Through
their individual, decit:,ions to enroll or not enroll in particular courses
or programs, they can impact budgetary choices. They also affect
budget decisionA through their participation in campus governance.
On the other hand, studipts can he.regarded as products of the in-
stitution. In this capacity, however, they have less claim to participa-
tion in, the institutional budgetary process.

Balancing' the diverse ,interests of these participants in post-.
secondary education and 'satisfying their claims for equal participa-.

ticin- is a major chalicrige iii the development of budgets. The prob
lem is further exacerbated,, as Sick observes, by the fact that

Budgeting is characterized by two opposing tendencies. ... It is at once
a highly fragmented and a highly interdependent process. Fragmentation
comes fibril the dispersion of political power. the tradition, of building
budget requests from the bottom-up, and the heteirogeneous roles and
interests, of budget officers, operating officials, elecred executives, and legis-
lators. InterdependeAce is an inherent characteristic of all budgeting. de.



riving limn the scarcity of resources and the necessity to secure the co-
operation of many parties -in the making of expenditure policy. Budget-
ing can be interpreted as an effort to impose sonic coordination in the
face of the centrifical prthilres of agencies. and interests (1971, p.-1 85) .

Centralization of Authority,
As budgeting approaches have been developed that try to counter

.,

the fragmentation inherent in postsecondary education and to achieiT
greater commonality of purpose and thrust through the budgeting
processi concerns about centralization Ittive emerged. The relation--
ship of budgeting to centralization of authollwithin organizations

-t

and ,a-nlong organizations and agencies is tre ed extensively in the
literature. Tlits should not be s'urpFsing; in many ways whether

It.
authority is seen to be prop_ erly located or exercised depends on the
eye of the beholder. .,

Faculty members', for example, who feel that the department chair
person did not consult them. sufft,, t ntly in the preparation of the
departmental budget. are ,likely to t iink that die budgeting process
was too centralized, The department chairperson, on theother hand,
might feel that the dean of the college developed the ccillege budget
without appropriate consultation at the deparimental level and
so on up the line. It is an unavoidable fact of budgeting that there
are seldom enough resources to do everyth. c 6-. Some requests will be
supported and some will not When budget d isions are Made, either
implicitly or explicitly, authority is exercised. N, hether those decisions
are made at the appropriatelevel and whether the authority- is exer-
cised by the right actors are points 91 -major contention,

In considering the requests of an individual institution, should a
state agency, the legislature, or the institution decide whether a par-
ticular progTam should be initiated or whether funds should- be ex-
panded on specific actiNities? Should. the legislature provide a lump
sum of resources and allow the institution, through its own processes.
to determine how they will be used? The same questions can be
asked of university -wide administrations in relation to the operation
of individual colleges and of college deans with regard to the opera
tion of specific. instructional programs, research -activities, or depart-
mental activities. Frequently, procedures and cg_ ntrols established by
central authorities fok the budget' process later act as incentives, in
tended or unintended, developing or executing the budget. Ex-
amples include the r-equirement to expend all resources by the end of
the year, controls on specific line items such as travel or hiring pro-
cedures, or the kind of student credits that are eligible for. funding.
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The Center for Research and Development in igher Educa n at
the University of California in Berkeley conducted one of the most
comprehensive.studies bl state budgeting for postsecptidzr du
The studies focused on State- budgeting and financing of
cation and resulted in Several important and _useful reaorts.' A Com-

mon theme in each of these reports, developed most etensively in
Glenny (1976) and Schmidtlein and .Glenny (1977), is Iche growing
staff dominance in state budgetmaking, the increasing redundancy of
effOrt among state agencies in reviewing institutional 'budgets, tt-cor
responding increase in the burdens imposed on institutions, and the
erosion of institutional clecisionmaking authority. Glenny po
out:

As monitoring staffs increase sO`does their control over myriad items
and Policy matters eini)cdded in the budgets. Ziegler, deputy commissioner
for higher education in -Pennsylvania, pleads the institution's case: In
the last analysis.- therefore, those who establish the funding levels and set
priorities within the budget determine how the institution will function.
To the extent that those decisions are now made by legislative corn-
mittees and their staffs, and by the governor's budget director and staff,
control over the institution's destiny has passed out of the hands of the
institution's racers and faculty. 'I thildi that ,this has been a clear
tendency during the past decade (1976. 72).

the Carnegie Foundation for h Advanl=etnent of Teach-
ing notes:

. . the overall tendency toward centralization of,authority over higher
eclucatiori: from the campus to the multicarripus system, and from
governing boards to slate . mechanisms. We regret this because: It 're
duces. the influence of students and of faculty members and of campus'
administrators and-of members of campus governing boards . . It also
reduces their sense of responsibility. . . This centralization seems, to
have had, no measurable direct impacts on policies or on practices..
The governance processes are worse. They are more costly, more cumber-

, more time=consurning, more frustrating, and place more power in
hands' of Those who are the furthest removed and who know the

leas 41976, pp. 11-12) ,

A common objective of recently developed budgetary procedtli-es is
to achieVe greater consistency in the information, used in formulating
budget, requests within .enstitutions and among institutions within
Systems. While consistency riecessary for systematic analysik;-
budget requests, Cheit (1973) suggests that it can also lead to the

2Glenny et al. (1975),; 13m.-en, Ruyle, and Glerni (1976): R and Glenn%
(1976) Schmidtlein and Clennv (1977): Purves and Glennv 1976); Glentiv
(1976a): Meisinger (1976): and Rowen and Glenny (1976)-.
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. .'nation c
education

-increased centralized direetion of higher

-thus it can be ohserved_that the budgetary process indeed may lead
to the centralizatiorrof.authority-in postsecondary education. In the
abStract, however, this is not ,necessarily undesirable, according -'to L.-
McNamara: tieeisioultnaking, parliCzliarly in 777(qterS,

.rnitst reinairz at the /op. This is partly, though not emmpletely, what
the top is for (1905, pp. 109-10.

Neffs view is that 'the ideal situation is achieved When decentralie
zation of activity and initiative is combined With a errntrronly.o_rient:ec

-:.attentiveness to institution -wide purpose's. Centralization and de
centralization : far from being mutually exclusive, are in the right::

both complementary and necessary(1971, p. 125).. Nonetheless,
the issue of centralization is likely to remain a point of contentiorp_iii
budgeting as long as choices triust be made and deelsiOns-rencicred:
Though most:participants in a budgetary process-wOUld subscribe to
a principle that would enhance the- operational flexibility of thnse
responsible for carrying out activities, this inclination is Counter
balanced -by- the desire to contain -flexibility within- some lit-nits
of aceeptable performance:.. Thus the two ends of the continuum
the desirability of flexibility and the necessity for accountability. -,--

_interact at various levels of the postsecondary-education budgetary.
process in such a way that.issties related to centraliz4lan d authority
are not likely to dirnin

Equity
A,frequeut Objective of budgeting in postsecondary education

-achieve equity in the funding that is provided. As used in these, dis-
cussions, the concept of equity implies that_ similar resonrces will- be
provided for similar individuals, sirMilar programs Within an in-
stitution, -or similar institutions within a state system. One p a-
cetlure used particularly t the state level, to accomplish this pur-

se -formula budgeting- attempts to relate the allocation of re-
sources to standard, consistent measures of an activity. Halstead
points out that "Formulas have achieved accePinbility among 'users
who appreciat_c-eqpitahle treatment based on sound rationale- (1971.
p. 663).

The effective use of formulas complicated by the unique
characteristics of individuals. programs, and institutions, While it
may be desirable to provide. similar funding for similar activities, the
critical variable in this equation is the identification of similarity or



saitnettess are likely to require rtaore resources than
lislie pro rartis. An institution that owing in enroll

is-'likely -Co and- itself in a -different situation than a $irnilar
i

.
ns Minion. that has recentl-y e p tiencecl a serious enrollment de-

cline. Therefore, liolmer and i rournfield rna rtt in that-

of; the Iunriamental- pr rue_ designed allocation. rnodel IS,
ability. to .rellect .those-:institOtiOn differences irt rOissitgis, roles, and

physical- plants which. _tegnire 'special., ( trodin consideration [but -- that]
institutions should he' provided with "eqoaI, nay for eqUaLwork''.regardiess
of their overall role= and tuissicin in -tile State (1976, p 9)."

formulas do offer many advantages, and they can routinize difficult
decisions and help achieve a more equitableapproach to the allocation.
of resources (Meisinger, 1976): But they also can run counter to
another important:objective of budgeting, vehichis to treat each re-quest on its own merits Equality of funding is sensible only if _a _

large degree of conarnonaliiy exists aniattg the purposes, of individuals,
programs, and institutions. To the extent that diversity is :valued in
postsecondary education, hawever,. di iferent budget procedures and
processes are required, Thus it is argued that formulas that attempt
to achieve equality of funding also tend' to encourage,srandardizatiort
and discburage diversity. They may also create budgeting-incentives
that cause institutions to act counter to their mission. Thus,, an lin:

:portant principle of formula budgeting is that the fonnulas should
icOilintOdate unique .circutustances and provide differential treat-

where -warranted by institutionally accepted policy objectives.
nr .concepts of equity exist, however. In elementary and

secoricial-y.eclucation, equity refers not only to equal funding but to
equalization of property-tax expectatlons among schcrOl districts (0d-
den -1978). other budgeting--_approache-s also deal with equity, but in
different Ways, PPM, for example, would have all 'programs. evalu-
ated by thei,satile technique costhenefit -analysis: And a common
approach to incremental, budgeting is to provide the same increment,
on a percFntage bails,:to all departments.

In these circumstances, the concept of equity in postsecondary-
education budgeting- is complex at best and frequently misunderstood.
Many maintain that attempts'to achieve equity run counter to tradi-
tions of diversity in, higher education. But the Reimer-Broomfield.,
concept of equity suggests that it is achieved only when institutional
differences are recognized in the funding formula. Viewed from this
perspective, objectives of equity and diversity less in-conflict than
might appear on the surface.
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ajar/ratio rclens

One of the.costs of budgeting-is the technical formation- used in
he pat-duff:1r budgeting approach. information costs are detqrmined

.by the kinds of data systems needed to Provide the required inform
tion as.Well as the Personnel tosts_of generating,forrnatting, checking:
transmitting, and analyzing the inforrnatiorh, Different=budgeting ap-
proaches require different kinds and- amounts of information about
different subject matter and 9 varying levelS'of detail.

. .

Therefore, a range of issues related tci the information- used in .

`budgeting is considered in the literature. At the most hasie level
questions about the quantity of information requirechto support (la--

rent approaches. At a more. level are important questions.,
_wir about the measurement and use of such concepts is costs, outcomes

ats), and performance: These concerns are not a recent phe
nomenon, evidenced-,by the 1935 report of the-Matidnal Committee
on Standard' Reports for lnstitntions- of Higher Education:

In the paSt:' there has been no uniformity whatsoever in the demands
--,,made by different governmental bodies or agencies or even by different

divisions of the,same goyernment. This situation has frlacierk Sri excessive
burden on won), institutions and has made accurate statistics of higher
education a prictiCA impossibility; it should be possible to establish a
tandard reprin and classification- which will set forth-facts needed for all

types of- "financial report's and at the same time will sunrdy essential
inforrnation needed- for internal administration (1935. p. 4; emphasis
adcUd):

Several efforts have been undertaken aver the years to achieve bet-
er consistency in the information used in poStsecondary education.--

years, the National-Center for Higher Education Manag-e
ment Sy tents has developed information procedures that are widely
used by ruStitutions and state agenCies, and the isliitional 'Center for
Education Statistics publishes several ruaritiUls to support the annual
Higher Education General Information Survey. Because of these
developmental efforts: it has been possible to improve the consistency
of budgeting information.. This has. not, however, always decreased
'information burdens in budgeting.

Another factor that tendS to increase the data burdens of budgeting
occurs when charliges are made-to,the budgeting:system or approach.
Because it is intportant, for comparative and analytic purposes, to use
standardized data clefinitious and collection procedures, a change in
budgeting -procedures can impact data procedures embedded in in-
stitutional information systems. The consequence may be extensive
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reprograrnming costs or increased personnel costs the information_-

must be assembled by hand. Schrnidtlein and Glenny point out that

A major change in the format of budgets disrupts the whole system.
Usually new kinds of data must he collected and aggregated in different
ways. Users trust adjust to the -loss of old data and learn to_ trse the newdata
data (1977 p. -196) .

Thus the nature-of the budgeting approach, the need for, standard
data-definitions and procedures, and changes in budget formats can all. .
lead_ to increased- information "costs. Nonetheless, the Carnegie
dation favors basing budget actions on the best information. the best
analyses, and -t1te .hest -judgment of ighly qualified persons" (1976,
p. 12) even though the Foundation has not observed this haP.-
pening very often. In any - case Sclunidtlein and Glenny offer this

e caution:

Budget processes must be designed- to provide consistent data on areas
of . polity _concern in a format that 'permits easy -comprehension. Data
that are too complex, or that pertain' to-areas- not meritin priority JP

--impede effective. decisionmaking. , A process that attemPts to
_deal with the near infinite number of potential budget issues..:- failing to
distingush between their 'prioiities, is .bound to. be ineffective (1977, p.
249).

Cost, 074comes, and'Perforrrtantce Infornration
The-amount of information needed for kudgeting is not the only

concern. however. Many questions are raised about the nature of in-
formation that is used as well Information in three areas is par-
ticularly at issue: What are the costs _of postsecondary education and
how are they measured and used? What are the outcomes of post-
secondary education, and hoW" are they measured? How is perform-
ance measured? Each of these issues is-discussed in greater depth else-
where in this monograph. Here,' discussion is confined to the nature
of the controversies surrounding them.

Costs Bacchetti his effectively surnrde-ti up ihe -'cot illict and con
troversy about the 'use of cost inforinatiOn higher; education:

Analytically derived cost information is tare most underestimated and
therefore underused tool available to co g and university administrators
today.. Knowing what things cost . and then basing. decisions on
that cost inforihation sajs more at out the caliber of an institution's ad-
ministratiOn than practically anything else. On the other hand, analytically
derived cost -information is today the mast overrated item on the agenda
of those who seek to improve the administration of 'higher education.
Animated by the belief that an alternative reduced-to a number is some-
how more reliably ealtiated. advocates of cost analysis are prepared to
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overlook the intangible nature of education. . . . This thstittition Of
numbers for judgment is wrong in principle- and wrong in applicatio

ever it may be found (1977.-p. I).

_-

Considerable progress has been made develop procedures for
determining average costs,(RenkiewiCz and-Topping 197 Topping
1974; and Ziemer, Young, and Topriing 1971). Extensive work also
has heen done to assess the use of cost information in higher; education
-(Adams, Hankins,_ and Schroeder 1978, vols. 1-4).

A number of these studies point to important limitatioxis in the
use of average costs. Average costs. provide an estimate of costs for a

_specific lorel of activity. They, do not -reflect differences between
'operational costs tbat are fixed, regardless of the level of activity, and
those: that vary as the level of activity changes. Tlius Hughes and
Topping observe

that while historically derived cost data can and /-often do serve all four
management functions planning, budgeting: controlling, and evaluating

other costing approaches, natnely the variable costing approach, would.
be snore appropriate for the planning and budgeting functions (1977, p.
17).

Although that conclusion is reinforced by Robinsoh, Ray, and
Turk Holm& and Broomfield suggest that procedures based

= _

on average cost can be usefulin the allocation process. Though they..
intentionally avoided the use of historical-cost data to prevent per-
petuation of historically _developed .inequities among Oregon state
colleges and universities, they developed a system that -in its con=
cetual__- form has gained unanimous endorsement from the chief
executive's- of all - finstitutions in the Oregon State System of Higher
Educationi as an acceptable vehicle for the rational and equitable
allocation of resources in the state system" (1976, p. 5). Their ap-
proach relied on three- prernises:,

the principie of equisti!=.(in which institutions are differently. flinded only
in specific areas where documentable differences in resource reqUirements
can be demonstrated); the principle of external standards (in which average
cost indices are derived from analyses of comparable institutions through-
out the nation); and the ..principle of institutional autonomy- (in which
line item accountability in resource allocation is discouraged order to
allow fullest expression of institutional goals and priorities) (p. 3).

Even though cost analysis -has been used in higher education
throughout the twentieth century, the technique has not progressed
beyond the average-cost method. it is only in the last year or two,-
Hughes and Topping note. "that decision makers in higher educa-
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. _ . ..
histon have seriously begun to examine emattves to average s-.

rival unit costs" (1977, il. 17). _,

Another problem with the use.of cost information in budgeting is
at as cost information is aggregated, it begins to loie programmatic

and -decision relevance.- Schmidtlein and Glenny point out::
4

Budgets are rarely -able to reflect the real coitsQof activities and de-
tailed plans of operation.' Real costs are difficult and expensive to de-
terrnine. The complexities of -separating-margin-al costs from average costs
and allocating the, costs of activities, that have joint products result in the
use of conventions to simplify budget estimating. These conventions make
it difficult to trace a clear, simple link to costs (l977. p.'4249).

Outcomes and PeTfornzavce, Progress also has been made in the
identification of the outcomes of _postsecondary education, though

-.this work is not as well developed or as widely recognized. Lenning
et al. (1977) and

ands
(1977) have-both comprehensively nexamined

the outcomes and possible benefits of postsecondary education, In
addition, procedures have been developed for measuring some of the
more immediate Outcomes of instructional and poninstructional,Pro
granis,(Micek,IServite, and Lee 1975; Bower and Renliewicz 1977).
But significant problems remain. Few advances have_ been made in
the formal use of outcomes information in budgeting, but interesting
experiments are 'occurring at the University of Hawaii, n-Rhode
Island (Micek and Jones MB), -and in Tennessee (BOgue and Trout
1977), _

A -major difficulty in the use-of outcome information in ,hudgeting
is the time gap between the delivery of education and the occurrence
of the outcomes (Peterson 1976). Current measurement_ procedures
focus on the results that dccur during or immediately after the edu-
cational eiperience. Yet many of theimportant 'Outcomes of higher-
education programs do not occur until much 21a.fer. Sifting through
the many interactive effects that occur °vec time presents measure-
merit problems that are barely comprtheirtred, let alone dealt with
For this reason, researchers and practitioners are studying with great
interest the uses that can be made of new procedures and studies
concerning longitudinal student-outcomes studies `(Astin 1971; Wris-
hart- and Rossmann 1977; Bower and Renkiewicz 1977):

The use of outcomes information to measure performance is
equally complex. Balderston gets to the heart of the problem

Universities are more attuned to their processes and their diechanlams
than they are to their consequences. They customarily haver-1inch More
exact measures of activity or size than they have of consequences or results.



t is easier to get them to say' how many students they have-than what the .

students have learned and how they have changed, sir is'easier to co'unt the
books written Thanto say which- are of -value. Dien- the:moral...commit-
ments of universitia ate ,largely to process slind mechanism. and...nof to
consequences of to agieed goals. . But as to philosophical ends, uni:
veriitiei are designed to house enduring, disagreements without breaking
apart (1915, p. 3).

As interest heightens in rn asuring the outcomes and performance
of higher: eclutatiofi, institutions . must not lose sight of the
portance of process. In many ways, the, process - dimensions rake urn
versities- what they, are. Unfortunalely, it ts difficult. to `deterMine
these dimensions with existing rneasurem instruments and to in-

, -
corporate or even' accommodate them budgeting systems.



Budgeting, like' other adininistrative, activities in postsecondary
education; has borrowed heavily froni the practices ',of both private
business .a-rid public administration. To-better underStand, develop-
ing trends in postsecondary education budgeting today, it is help-
ful to review the evolution of budgeting in business- and -govern-
ment Our review-focuses moreon..the developnient of publk-sector
budgeting practice-than on:corporate Budgeting This is in line with
the wide: belieT that the goals Of higher education are More Iike those
of politics than those of the corporation- (Fii-cher 1968, p. 442).
This perception -derives (Om the fact that tyPically, profit nbt the
principal goal_in either public administration or college adrninistra

_,tion.- Instead, college administrators, like their counterparts in the
public sector, ustiallY- purSiie obscure and often conflicting goals.
Despite this ambiguity of purpose, however, there has been .a definite
trend during this century toward t more businesslike approach to
budgeting in both pUblic and college administration (Glenny 1976a,_
P. 8).

In this section, we review corporate budgeting practice,
history, of budget reform. in public administration, and try,
strate the relevance of each postsecondary, education. The section
closes _with a discussion of emerging factors in postsecondary educa
tion factors that likely will lead_ tofurttiqr, changes budgeting
practice- !

Business Budgeting
Texts corporate financial management are fAirly consistent in

their treatment. of budgeting. Invariably, one finds that the benefits
and purposes of budgeting in business are related to planning, co-
ordinating, and management control (Heckert and Willson 1955, p.
14-,. Bacon 1970; 2)'. Budgeting seems linked particularly' to plan
axing in industry. Ilastings notes that budgeting helps to systematize
planning and suggests that in fact, one of the great advantages of
the budgeting process is thaiit enforces a degree of coordinated plan-
ning- (1966, pp. 51-52). Both Hastings and Heckert and Willson ob-
serve that budgeting i valuable in communicating overall.eorporate
goals to lower managerial echelons.

Anthony, and I'Velsch (1974) have discussed three types, of budgets



that together constitute ter budget: the operating budget, the
cash budget (which controls cash flow), and the capital-expendithrecapital expenditure

.. budget. The operating budget, which shows .operationS' for
the forthcoming year including revenue Jandl expehses" (p. 324), re-
lates most directly to the types of postsecondareducation budgets, we
discuss. They -note that in the corporate sector the operating

.-.- sponsibility- budget. "Tie 'program budget., used by tor, Manage-
budget often ;consists f two parts, a program budget and, a re-

ment,. states the estimated revenues and costs, of-the-, major pro.
grams that. -the company plans to =undertake during the year. The
reiponSibility budget, on the other hand, is used as a. control device.
It states the--performance that is expected of each manager. In some
cases, Anthony and Welsch Keport, it may take the form_ of a variable

-budget, showing the planned behavior of costs at various v e

levels (1974, p. 325).. The .appropriations type of operating budget.
quite common in overnmentalr budgeting: is little used in business
(Heckert and Willson 1955,, p. -47). The appropriations budget:.'
establishes spending limitations and is used most frequently in such
nonproduction areas of busioeSs as _advertising and research. and de-
velopment.

Although: varying sortnecvlirt from setting to. setting, the approach
,A developing -budgets ira. business enterprises is fairly standard.

,
Heiser identified six comma° --steps, beginning with the specifications

-. -
by top management of. _corporate objectives. The formulation of
plans and lists of assumptions by each _department head is the next
-step, follciwed by the amendment of plans and assumptions. Budget
presentations to implement the reworked plans then are made to
higher management. apps - is and a goahead signal is
given (1959,, p. 38)-

Budget A_ paproaches in Go ent
.. _-

Schick observed that the governmental budget serves three princi-
.

pal purposes: it controls spending, it enables management of activi-
ties, and it determines objectives. He suggested that proposals for
budget reform usually result, from a belief, that one of these three
purposes is being emphasized at the expense of the others (1971,
P. 3)

As Charles. Beard obsdrved over 50 years ago, budget reform in
public administration "bears the imprint of the age iii which it
originated' 1971, p. 3). Depending on prevailing preceptions
of weaknesses in public administration, new ways to approach budget
planning have been proposed throughout this century. As we re



view _the several important phases, note how each era of reform nd
to change the relationship between -control, management, and plan-
ning.- 'Frequently, :these reforms amounted to adaptations of busi-
ne§s- budgeting. practices and were made possible by the increasing
nrofessionalization of managers --both in business and government.

Schick describes three major eras of reform 'in public-administra.
on budgeting '(1966-, p. 245). These eras are best knoWn for their

respective orientations = control, rnanagement, and planning.
The Executipe -Budget Movement From about .1910 through

'1955, virtually every state adopted sortie type of budget innovation
that --might be considered a part of the control-orientation era:; or
eXecutive-budget movement, At the federal level, this movement
rook the form of the Budget and )Accounting Act of 1921, Which
established the Bureau of the Budget.. State-level reforms in this
era had, one thing in common they created or reinforcid a strong
Tole ,for the governor irr:'developing the state budget Prior to this
time the typical practice was for each state .agency to submit its
budget proposal directly to the legislature, according to its own ac-
counting conventions- and formats.-,.Then,each agency bargained di-
rectly with the legislative apprIDFFibtion-s committee. Litderatiention
was given to matchirig expenditures', with revenues, and there,w

le interest in creating state policy to standardize spendin
certain areas. About the only supervision received by the agerj I
was that provided by the auditor (Schick 1971, p. 14).

Despite the chaotic image tha,t this scenario evokes today it ap-
parently did not 'present much of a problem during th days of
smaller-scale governinental activity. When government di begin to
grow, however, concern developed that public affairs should be
managed, more efficiently.- In many states, citizen advilsory conirnita
tees were created to study budgetary and achniniltrative

'Frequently, their members were dfawn from the ranks of corpora
executives.

Observing public budgetary practi and drawing on their corpo-
rate experiences, the advisory committees proposed a series of re-
forms that came to be known as the executive-budget movement,
Schick reports that there were at least three = conceptions of the
executive budget: as a means by which (1) the chief executive. cons
sidered the needs of the state in its entirety; (2) the executive stand-
ardized and consolidated agency estimates to insure the efficient-
conduct of public, bfisiness: and (3) central controls were exercised to
-deter wasteful or unlawfnl aclrninistrative behavior (1971, pp. 15-16).
This third conception of the executive budget movement also led to
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the. development of various uniform -administrative procedures,
eluding- those.for_accounting, purchasing, and`personnel.

Performance lindgeting.-- Over time, interest began to shift from
use of budget as an instrument of expenditure control to its use
as a means of -promoting effe,fitive 'management pf public activities
This need developed, at least in part, from the greatly increase
scope of governmental activity, _with_ its New Deal projects, World
War. II, and the various post-war economic recovery programs.
and characterized the period from about 1940 to the late .1960s as the
management era," in which the stress 111 public budgeting was

placed on output (1972, p, 49). This management orientation gave.
-birth to a new budgeting; .

Although the 1949 Hoover Cornmisgion the first to_ ,.use the
term, -Schick notes that they Commission coined -the name; _it did

--not invent the concept (1971 p 30). Performance budgeting was ER._
mote than what had long been known either as- activity or.functionai
budgeting. =-

-Mosherstates that the central idea of the performance bUdget .

s that the budget procesS be focused on programs and knnctions
that is accomplishments to be achieved, Work to -be.'tfone" (1954;
p. 79): In other words- were treated as ends its themselves.
The typical .performance budget. comprised activity classification,
performance measurements, and performance reports.

The activity classifications dorinally described the work be done
within distinct operating units and thus followed normal organi-
zational lines. Schick notes that " "the `basic format of all performance
measurements is the relation of inputs to outputs" and that per-
formance reports are "a special type of performance measurement.
retrospective assessments of what was accomplished with blidgeted
resources" (1971, pp. 47-48): Together, , -the three components con-
stitute the management orientation of performance budgeting. Ther
compare the actual work done with performance tatgets in individual
work centers. The performance reports, by depicting deviations from
expected performance, identify needed management action.

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Systems Performaica
.

budgeting hardly had been named \viten the planning orientation
n to dominate in public-administration budgeting. The in-

creased interest in planning, accompanied by -new economic theories
and a greatly enhanced ability to analyze and assimilate-data with
computers, led to the development of planning, programming, -and
budgeting systems (PPBS) in public administration.

PPBS had its origins in the Rand Corporation's efforts to analyze
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military. spending. When Robert McNamara was appointed Secre-
ary col_ Defense, he implemented this, approach throughout-, the De.

partment. Reports.of success in the Departnient of Defense prompted_ _..

Presidept Johnson to issue, an Executive'Order,ifi 1965 that directed
all fed-el agencies:- to implement the PPBS "approach to budget
planning. Merewiti and Sosnick report thai'the 0,S, government
quietly-abandoned its compulsive ;version of PPES---in-, June 1971.,-
after.it; failed to achieVe its promise (1971; p. 301), in more-.recent
years, another version of planning-oriented budgeting has einerged

zero-base budgeting.. It and the other methods we have mentioned:
are described in greater detail in the -next chapter.

To stim up,, we have witnessed three fairly distinct budget eras in ,
this centUry..The -eieciative-budget maverneru-stressed control in re-,

sponse td, Widespread perceptions of waste.and inefficiency- in goy-
.ei-nrrient. The perforMance-bfidgetaig era emphasised, management,,
drawing on such scientific management techniques as Work measure
-rnent-and cost -a&ountikg. More recently,--the PPBS.,erill-i'as shifted
the focus to planning, in the belief that activi ties should be more

osely relaied to_ objectives.

Budgetary Pratlice in Postsecondary. ducatifrn
Very little has been recorded abok the approaches to budget plan

ning in early American higher education. The 'late James' Conant
memorably expressed Harvard's long-standing- philosophy and per
haps that Of other private institutions of his day: ".1Every tub stands
on its own bottom, each Dean balances his own budget'. (quoted in
Milieu 1952, p. 230). But as Russell has since observed, state-con-
trolled solleges and universities !`have tended to model their practices
largely on the experience in goverrithental service' (1954, "p, 86).

Even today, one can observe aspects of each governmental budget
reform era in postsecondary education practice. Many institutions
stilkemploy the positio`n and line-item control tools of the executive-
budgOrnovernent. Formulas that resemble.performance.budget work
loaid remain common at the state level: Arid variations
of PPBS or zero-base/budgeting are the accepted prartice at a large
number of institutions and state agencies;

As a sate moves from one budgeting era to art
just adds new budget requirements rather than repla
ready in existence. Thus it is possible to obse
the main features of an executive budget, performa
program budget are woven together in a unique bud
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Since each of these- 'generic approaches to budget - planning: has de-
veloped to serve a -different purpose -(control, management, 'or plan-.

. _

tying); one would- expect that budget planneis at institutions in.thest
states confront unduli,_complex requirements in their -budgetAleirelop
ment activities._

Despite the public-administration and business influences-that pro-
. ,

mote more systematic budgetary practice in postsecondary education,
one still finds much variety among the states. Practice-varies in the --
public sector by comparison with the private sector, and !within the
public- sector itself. In a seventeen-state study, 'Glermy observes
that each state adopts its budget methods and practices !"to reflect its
particular political mores and structures (1976a. p. 29). Clenny at,
tempted to characterize each= states practice according to a taxonomic'
structure. Although the structure was kept purposely simple, 'he still
found. that no two of our 17 skates_, fit 'into the same cells -in- -earn
column!' -(p. 34).

Although some current budget-planning practices were borrowed
.om the-business world, financial management (and thus, bndgeting).

practices in postsecondary -education differ from' those' used rrr 'bust
ness in several ways. To a much-larger degree than is usually fciund...,
in industry, higher 'educatlon relics on fund accounting. Revenues
are not pooled into a single . account available for any Worthwhile
institutional purpose. Nfiller describes six ,separate' funds that are
established in most institutions; These are current -funds,-loan funds.
endowment and other nonexpendable funds, annuity- funds, 'plant
funds, and agency funds. Additionally, each of these six -fund

._ .

may be divided into restricted and unrestricted funds (1907, p 102).
Governmental agencies, including state- postsecondary education in-
ititutions,'rely on fund accounting more of necessity than choice., These
agencies are reqUired to demonstrate that they ate being good stew
ards, and they must account for the use of the publicly .funded ap-
propriation according to the accompanying fund designations. The
approach4o financial management taken in colleges and universiti
no.doubt also derives in part from the signally important operational
difference between higher Orr-Cation business that we noted
earlier the lack of a profit motive.

Dunworth and. C'ook have observed that --while the,profit motive is
the principal Management concern in most commercial enterprises.
no similar mechanism exists to influence management in universities
(1976, p. 154). Moreover, other goals often are ambiguous and frog
ress toward them difficult to aneirsure. As a- result, the budgeting
process does not encompass tau type of planning that takes place in



.a business enterprise to allow the anger.. tc Understand -how his
budget and iactivities Contribute to tle accomplishment of the or-

niFational As Morgan -argues-,'.the :decoupling of goals at
rnsactiona:Vdata4ystems in colleges and universities, by mcornparin

with the practice in profit organizations, is not merely a matter. of de-
gree; it is a difference in kind, that would require- a. quantumleapin
theory to canner(' (1978-;

Nonetheless niSny. budget reformers. today attempt toy use corp n, -

rate economic. Inixlels to develop ector budgetary scheMes.
The leaders 'of this mavement toward the business model typically
are legislators anclm.trustees who atteiript to apply their, business back --
grounds for. the'benefit of colleges and universities. Although some-
times adMitting that 'their understanding of the links-between- the
purposes and outcomes ofpoStSeconclry education remains rather
crude, "they:maintain that in due time refinements will bring
closer to the ideal of the e 'business model" (Mort a
1978, pp., 13-1-il )

Emerging Issues Posisecandary Finer ail Budgeting
The lessons Of histoy ,ive us little re sat believe that budgeting,,,

practice has experiencedits final the principal planning
and controlling dpvice in colleges h .ve budget_ must,

, ,

continue to be responsive to emerging problems:: Among the major
tests that postsecondary education budgeting = will face during the
next decade are .(1) dealing Ivith enrollmenenrollment decline, (2) responding
to new types of ins,titUtional activ (particularly those labeled
adult and continuing eduCation), (3,) continuing to satisfy account,
ability demands, and (4) accdmmodating collective-bargaining
growth. Adclitionally, inflation, particul dy that related to increased
utility charges, is likely to continue, is a,major budgetary problem
(Ginsburg 1975, p. 45 Navin and Magura'1977, p. 216):

Enrollment Decline. The likely dinP in overall enrollment in
postsecondary education during the coming decade_ has. -.been
thoroughly chronicled. in.Tiickeris wurcls,,"alert managers in higher,
education have recogniidd for Several -years that their market- was
headed for a decline that May list for'the rest the century" (1978
p. 16). The enrollment de\cline, if one should occur, will have both
visible and hidden impacts+ on college budgeting.- The most obvious
financial impact, of course, be the loss of tuition revenues.,-,Tui-
don charges rria)g be increased somewhat to compensa(e for losses in.
income Caused by.lower enrollments. l3tit Weathersby and Jackson:.



summarizing their rev several student-demand studies, con-
clude that colleges will encounter -sorne degree of price elasticity in
the student market (1975, p 2). Tbat is ,increasing- tuition may at
some point trigger a disproportionately large drop in enrollment.

Potentially as threatening is the prospect for institutions in the
public sector of losing state revenue as enrollments decline. As we
discuss in the formula-budgeting section, most states rely to some
degree on enrollment count ik-determining financial ilpport-. Al-
though public elementary Mid secondary .school systernS- have been
funded through similar formula mechanisms during periods of en-
rollment, decline, and Vriedman obsirves that they have not felt the
full, potential financial impact of their enrollment loss (1977, p. 84).
This is because the formulas were adjusted to afford sorne.degree of
compenOtion. -Widespread concern remains, however, that the corn-
ing enrollment decline svill impact the state-funds portion of the col-
lege budget, since state governments now face both requests to sup-
port a- broader array of social programs and demands that taxes be
reduced.

A somewhat less obvious impact of the enrollment deeli on-the
college budget will stem, from the changed marketplace which all
colleges and universities will lie operating. Even colleges e%perienc-
ing growth will find that their ability to attract faculty and staff will
be different than it would he in a pervasively growing market.- Ad-
ditionally, colleges are likely to find that they must allocate greater
proportions of their budgets to admissions and program development
efforts to attract new students and to rerneclial and developmental
programs to retain students- -they do attract.

New- Markets for Edircation p As -Flicker has suggested,
schools can pursue one of two strategies to maintain theil- enrollment
(1978, /J. 16). Most of the comments in the preceding paragraph con-
cerned his first option obtaining a greater share of the existing
market. However. many four-year schools are beginning to adopt the
community college ptiern and attempting to attract potential stu-
dents not currently part of that market. in particular,'there is 0-ow-
ing interest in serving the adult learner through continuing education ,

programs. But this new service opportunity alone may only partially
ameliorate the potential budget problem. As Furman observes, "even
though we \yin add adult enrollments in numbers beyond what we
have ir_i_previou years this will not offset the dernograplsic projec-
tions fc.-4.t*..er rnaior areas of enrollment" (1976, p. 7)-

The move to serve new markets may .even create -other budget
problems. Clenny speculates that one of the first decisions to he
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faced if adults are successfully recruited uses will, be who
will pay the cost (1976b, p. 20), Many sfates Have adopted a funding
policy of subsidizing only credit instruction. Until recently, t =his
would have excluded most continuing education activities, but now
many public instit,lions are starting to award credit for such work.
As a result, these students have become eligible for state funding
through the noirnal formula processes. The incentive problems cre-
ated by current funding mechanisms and concerns about maintaining
academic quality suggest that this will continue as an issue for years
E0 come.

Continuing Accountability. Demands The past decade has seen
the term accountability -assume many new Meanings, and this trend is
likely to .continue thfough the corning decade, Traditionally, the
term has almost always referred to the proper use of funds, 21thatikla
by 1072, Mortimer found it necessary to distinguish arnong manage-
ment accountability, evaluation, and respongibility. lie relates
management accountability to organizational control, with expecta-
tions as to effectiveness and efficiency often 'being expressed in law.
Evaluation tends to focus only oh educational effectivenem and
usually is an internal, rather than external, process. Responsibility is
distinguished front accountability in the former represents the
assumption of a voluntary obligation, rather than a formal liability
(1972, pp. 3.-9).

Accountability, demands havegrown in recent years. Part of the
growth can be traced to the creation of what Glenny terms the "many
independent bodies at the 'proximate' level . . ithatl sequentially or

multaneously review the higher education budgets' (1976a, p. 5).
The growth also derives frorn a change in focus. Adams, Hankins,
and Schroeder ,pbserve that in recent years, "most discussions 'of ac-
countability in postsecondary education have focused on the goals

riorities of the instructional, research and service functions
(1978, p. 74).

The past decade saw a shift from fiscal to program accountability;
we are now beginning to see a shift toward social accountability. Neff
speculates that this will be a significant problem in the years ahead,
since most universities still make "particularly crucial decisions about
resource allocation" that are influenced more by the traditional con-
ceptions of the university's role than the new demands (1971,
Pp. 116-117). For instance. imer foresaw that "rising societal
and legislative expectations and the rulings of the courts [would] he
-key factors in holding institutions accountable for providing equal
access.' (1972. p. 47). As postsecondary education becomes account-
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able to more groups for more purposes,_ accountabiliaccountability cr nsiderati
in budgeting will undoubtedly increase,

Collective Bargabfing Another phetomenon of the past decade
as been the advent of facultycollective_bargaining. There are many
conies as to`' hy collective bargaining for faculty has only recently,

merged after stiqh a long history in private industry, in certain
pects of goverornent. and even in some of the nonacademic com-

ponents of the college. Sonic attribUte it to the rapid enrollment
growth of a decade ago, with a concomitant loss of a sense of corn.
triunity,- Others claim that it is the result of enrollment decline and
fears for job security. Regardless of the reasons, nearly every oh-,
server agrees that faculty-collective- bargaining influences budgeting.

Considerable attention has been given' to whetittrilie presence of
collective bargaining influences salary levels of bargaining-unit mem-
bers. Leslie and lin reported that faculty compensation in unionized
institutions during 1974-75 averaged about 51,291 more than in non-
unionized institutions: After a period of steady gains for union mem-
bers, however, this trend was reversed in 1975-76, when the ad-
vantage shrank to only 5800 (1977, pp. 27-28). Naples ancl'irtither
report that "the traditional rewards leaves, travel, bonuses, and
discretionary sala ry i ncreases for meritorious service tend to be
strictly limited by negotiated contracts" (1978, p. 9). 11cGown em-
phasizes this point: "Much of the budgeting decision making of today
%All pass to the bargaining table when formal collective bargaining
begins (1976, p. 14), And in fact, 'Weinberg reports that in some
instances, budgetary decisionmaking has shifted not only to the bar-
gaining table, but to more centralized authorities as well
106).

Son writers suspect that collective barga -ling influences budget
planning even at nonunionized institutions. For instance, Leslie and
Flu suggest that salaries are frequently raised in an effort to dis-
courage faCulty from seeking union affiliation (1077. p. 20). Other
concessions affecting the budget pt obahlK have been or will be made
in nonsalary areas as well..Regardless of the economic consequences
for faculty, budget planning and deciSf ontnaking consequences arc
real. 4'`,

In reviewing the evolution of modern budgeting and its growing
influence on budgeting practice in .postseconclary education, we find
good reason to believe that efforts toward more systematic budgeting
are likely to continue at colleges and univetsitics. Our survey of the
budget-planning problems that seem likely-4- to .command most at-
tention in the corning decade renews otn that more



systematic budget- planning processes will be required to aid in their
resolution. In the next section, we describe in some detail many of
the formal budget-planning approaches and 'assess their potential
for.dealing with the problems of the next decade.



Analysis of Current Budgeting Approaches
In Postsecondary Education

The several-approaches used in postsecondary education for bud-
getinghave been categorized in various ways. Robins identifies line-
item budgets, program budgets, incremental budgets, zero-base bud-
gets, and formula-based budgets (1973, p. 10). The'--1973 Annual Re=.
port of the SMU Institute of Technology (1973, pp. 2:8)- identifies
such approaches as: "every tub on its own bottom "; the "king:s de-
cree"; the -squeaky wheel gets the grease-; the formula,; the, plan-
ning, programming, and budgeting system; and zero-base budgeting.
Bacchetti adds convergence budgeting ',) this same list of techniques
(1978, pp. 3-16). Adams, Hankins, and chro, -ler discuss 'Irmo-van-ye':
budgeting techniques, such as cost-income r n g, internal pricing,
and program budgeting, in addition to considering the more tra-
ditional incrementation of the previous-object or line-item Midget
(1978, p. 54). We find that incremental budgeting; formula budget:
ing; planning programming, and budget Systems; zerobase budget-
ing; and performance budgeting are representative of the most
frequently discussed and practiced methods today. Each of these
approaches is described below in greater detail.

Several factors influence the adoption of a specific budget-planning
approach (Or blend of approaches) in a given situation. Baldwin be-
lieves that "budgeting techniques in use tocla5, depend heavily on the
type of management philosophy being used within the instinition
(1978, p. 3). Perhaps an equally important factor is the,economic
condition facing the institution or state. For instance, zero-base,
budgeting has been attempted more often in periods of sharp fiscal
cutback than in eras of growth. As the five budget-planning methods.
are described, factors that influence their selection will be Considered.

It is important to remember that each of the budget-planning ap--
proaches we describe is really a decisionmaking approach. Thus the
line -item budget is not discussed separately, since it is a document
for use in budget management and control. A typical line-item bud-
get specifies objects of expenditure such as salaries and ttravel,
separately, for each department or budget unit (NACUBO 1974, p-
150). While the term line-item budget occasionally has been used
almost synonymously with incremental budgeting, line-item budgets
result from any bugdet-planning approach, since the control' aspects \
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of budgeting can seldom be 'gm) el. Likewise, we do not drescribe
the "every tub on its own bottom concept, because it fostc
little budget planhing; instead, it relies on a more haphazard process
for institutional ,development that greatly depends on the fund,

ising abilities of the Various departments.,

IncrernentalB,udgeting

Incremental budgeting is the oldest budget-building approach
the fiye that we discuss. It was described in the literature at le4t tas
early as 1922 (Arnett_1922, p. 78-79): Despite the growth implications
of its name,, this approach cart be used in eittier air infremental or a
decremental fashion. While budget increments result from in bud-
get planning approach, our use of the term -incremental bucketing
is restricted to a particular type of budgetary analysis and decision,

smaking.

Definition In incremental budgeting; each line item either
considered for an increment or remairls unadjusted- the 'base.

°Frequently, increments are calci,hited as `uniforms. percentage adjust-
ments for every line itenvor group of line items. "Five-percent bud-
geting" is a well- established practite in industry, government, and
higher education. 'The basic philosophy is that the current budget
is distributed properly among both the functions and objects of ex-
pendituresand that little programmatic change needs to occur (Law-
rence and Service 1977, p. 37; NACH130 1974, p. 159). This is not to
say that colleges 'following the ineremental-budgeting approach do
not make financial adjustments for shifts in institutional priOrlties.
When such adjustments are made, however, they typically are the
result of an .id'-hoc determination concerning what increinerat is
needed to effect the programmatic change.

Characteristics. During the pay several decade's of rational bud-
ge4 reform, incremental budgeting has acquired a bad name in some
circles. The term conjures notions of nonrigorous clecisionmaking-or
just plain laziness. Nonetheless,- Adams, Hankins, and Schroeder
(1978, p. 54), among others, -remirt'd us that it is still-probably the--
most frequently used budgeting_ method in colleges and univers
today.

Incremental budgeting approaches vary significantly. The "squeaky
wheel" method relies almost exclusiVely on campus pOlitics and in-.
vites bureaucratic infighting. The "king's decree" approach, on
other hand, is a comparatively closed. procc I may build either on
a carefully developed set of the "king's- prioryties or just his current
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fancy.. At its best, incremental decremental) budgeting might
resemble Stanford's relatively systematic convergence-budgeting
method, which relies on extensive communication, trust, ancl al
legian:ce to institutional goals- (Bacchetti 1978, p. 18)..

As budget planners have gained more experience with the newer
methods a-greater appreciation for the advantages of the incremental
budgeting approach has been restored, particularly as groWth has
diminished at most institutions. 'These institutions now face, bud-
getary situations that offer little flexibility; indeed; they experience
relatively fixed costs in staff, utilities, and LT ntenance. As a result.
the most attractive budget-planning approach for them is the incre-
mental method, where fixed costs of specific line items are adjusted
for new price-level 'requirements and the residual sum, where one
exists, is used to .introduce longer-term corrections (Di essel and
Simon 1976) p. 21; Reeves 1972 p, 1968). In some instances, schools
that rely principally on incremental budgeting also rise elite of the so-
calIed sophisticated approach e-4 described below, in order to de-
ermine what to do with the residual. Btu most often, Wildaysky

suggests, those-budget planners tend to appraise the effeciveness of
managers and reward the, better ones. When there is a need to re-
duce budgets, they cut across the board and considerthe degree of
re.sultin argument to determine which cuts were too severe (1975,
p. 5.6).

Evaluation .,Much criticism of incremental budgeting can be in-
ferred from review of-the writings of those who are proponents for
the so called more rational budget -p ning approaches, For in-
stance, Stonich' notes that iricrementa trigeting ,starts from the
existing base rather than from a -.dean slate andthat it examines cost

`and benefits only for new activities. That is increi-nental-b4dgeting
'starts with dollars- rather than using the, purposes and activities of
the: organization as the bbginning point. Frequently,' 1-te says, in-
cremental budgeting does not examine new ways of operating as an
integral part of the budget planning prpcess (1977, p. 3). In short,
incremental budgeting is considered largely as it financial exercise and-
creates only minimal demands for the attention of planners and
managers.

In many ways, incremental budgeting is the most attractive techni-
cal and political approach to budget planning of the methods con-
sidered. From the technical perspective, it usually, requires the least
work and analysis. Politically, it causes the least conflict, since most
budget participant "mplicitly assume that each agency or unit will
receive at least as tic- on which to, operate t as they re-
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caved for\the current period (Wildaysky 1975, .p. 329). Incremental
budgeting rnax be the most widely used approach, simply because, it
works best. rt implicitly recognizes the relative Jack of flexibility
budget planners in postsecondary education face, it is relatively
efficient, and it is attractive politically. ItS.principal drawback is that
it provides the least infcrmation concerning whether the budgetary
decisions support institutional goals.

Formula Budgeting

Formula budgeting is frequently discussed, in public postsecondary
education finance and planning circles today; however, formula bud-
geting does not always enjoy a common meaning in its application.
While the majority of the,abstract definitions are fairly comparable,
most assessments are based:on an individual's- experience with a
specific formula. In consequence, it is difficUlt to describe formula
budgeting in a generic sense.

Definition The National Association of College and University
Business Officers (NACUBO) defines formula hudgeting simply as
"the technique by which the financial' needs or operating require-
ments of an educational institution may_ be determined through the
application of a formula" (1974, p.'157), a Hale and Rawson observe
that the definition of a statewide higher education,funding formula
"is constructed to serve the esoteric purposes of its use" (1976, p. 18).
Miller has offered perhaps the most widely used definition: "Formula
budgeting is an objective procedure for estimating the future bud-
getary requirements of an institution by manipulating data about
future programs and by utilizing relationships_ between programs
and cost" (1964, p. 6).,

Caruthers has questioned Miller's assertion that a formula is ob-
jective, arguing that actually a formula only represents a subjective
judgment expressed in mathematical terms (1977, p. 4). Meisinger
sees a formula as combination of technical judgments and political
agreements- (1976, p. 2). In this regard, the formula may he little
more than the -personal work procedures- that Wildaysky observed
being used to simplify and reduce budget calculations in the federal
government (1974, p, 147). Caruthers does observe, however, that
formulas begin "to be regarded as an objective evaluation . . . when
applied over a long period of time in a relatively mechanical tvay"
-0977, p-)

Several' ivriters attribute 1 beginning of formula budget-
ing to the California faculty-staffing formula in the early 1950s (Moss
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and Gaither 1976, p, 544; Hale and Rawson, 1976,. p. 20). However,
the Concepts underlying formula 'budgeting most frequently are at-

' tributed to the pioneer work of Trevor Arnett (1922, pp. 102-4) and
several members (Floyd Reeves, John Dale Russell, A. J. Brum-
baugh) of the University of Chicago's University Survey Staffn the
late 1920s and early 1930s. Examples of the latter effort can be found
in Russell (1954, pp. 133.68) and Reeves (1927,. pp. 248-61). This
earlier work was basically a type of financial statement analysis in
which ratios were developed for the various budgetary. functions.
Miller sees Ina real difference between cost analysis and funding
formulas and believes that the apparent difference is only a matter of
temporal perspective. "Cost analysis measures the past; formulas
estimate the future" (1964, p. 5).

The lack of a commonly accepted definition and differences ,in
teriiinology-4cross states make it difficult to tell just how widely
formula-budgeting processes are used.. Gross found that 25 states
were using some type of budget formula during the 1972-73, 1973-74.
and 1973-75 budget periods (1973, p. 8). In reviewing Gross's study.
Spence noted that of those 25 states, 12 were in the 14state area of
the Southern Regional Education Board (1978, p. 1). In some cases,
the term budget guidelines is used in lieu of budget formulas. The
use of the guidelines term` most often indicates a greater degree of
flexibility in the application of the ratios or formula factors (Kellogg
1974, p. 75). a definition that encompassed- both formulas and
guidelines, a Michigan Department of Education study found that
"in almost every state quantitative guidelines and measures are part
of a budgetary process- (1975, p, 1'5).

By far the most significant use of formulas is at the state level,
where decisions are made on 'institution -wide bases. But there also
has been some use of formulas in internal institutional budgeting.
For example, Ooleman and-Bolte (1977) describe such work at Florida
Tethnical University'; and the Gime& Commission mentions Stan.
ford's- "allocation-by-forrnula" policy under' which the Graduate
School of Btkquess and, the School of Medicine receive general uni-
versity support by formula (1977, p. 102). Summarizing his empiri-
cally based study, Stuart concluded that university budgeting, like
state-level budgeting can be moved in the, direction of greater ob-
jectivity and equity through the selective application of various types
of formula or cost-analysis techniques- (1966p. 105-6).

Typologies a the several attempts to create a typology
fonnula-budgeting approaches, the most widely used is the two-part
structure adopted from Boling (Miller 1964, p, 104), It consists of a
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plus-percentage _ nd a functional approach.. In the base-
plus-percentage-type formula, the direct instructional expenditures o
the institutions are defined to be the base expenditures, and the
expenditures for other activities are dealt with as percentages of this
base (Van ,Wijk and Levine 1969, p. 5). An extunple of this' ap
roach is, shown in Fi'ine 1 (NACUBO 1974, p. 165), The functional

formula-budgeting approach calls for separate fortnulas to be de-
termined for each oL the functions. Each formula based on a
factor considered L to be.directly relevant to the acti function,
to which it relates For example; the .instruction For tab might be
based on stUdent credit hours; while support for physiettl =plant

tenance might rely on- net Asignable square feet: ler main-
tains that although, the functional approach is more corttplee in pre,
sensation than is the base plus- percentage form-111a approae pro-
duces more reliable data for many budget planning purposes (-1964,
p. )07).

IIalstead has attempted to classify all current formulas ording
to three computational methbds, which he terms- too (or

J.hp-let:tonal), base and staffing pattern; (1974,p. 666) trnplest
form, the workload method estikmates resource requirements by multi-
plying the planned level of activity Within a function by expected
unit costs. The base method first calculates the resource requirements
for the base (usually instruction) and then the needs of other budget
components are determined as t}, percentage of that base. The staffing-
pattern approach estimates salary expenditures only Using a salat,
schedule or average-salary target, total salary expenditures are- de;
rived after determining the numbe and type of positions required:
,=As part of a broader study, attenbarger and Starnes identified]

four general models of ialloc ion patterns for corm colleges,
two .of 'which may be con d formula approaches (1970, p. 15).
Their unit-rate formula proach is similar to tiaItead' oad
method_ They consider cost based program funding as nu advanced
form of unit rate formulas (1976; p. 17). hetailed cost studies are an
integral part of this approach; ia(some instances, an
source requirement is determined solely by a dollanp
tenon.

While the calculation hod of the formula offers opportt
for pseful typologies,- formulas may be classified in other iNays more
valuable for potential users For instance, it might be useful to know
how the formulas treat different levels, of instruction (student or

level or both), whether different disciplines are recognized,
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whether' different types of institutions. are recognized, whether the
fixed and variable nature of costs is treated, and whether the factors

derived from actual experience or instead, represent judgments
about what relationships should be.

Characteristics Nearly every publication on formula budgeting
deals with advantages and disadvantages of this method of resource
allocation. Some Of the pros and cons are rutflque to specific types of
ormulas. As an example, unit-cost formuNs have the advantage

simplicity, which aids effective communication. But the more com-
plex function-based and workload-driven formulas are often con-
sidered to be more equitable (Caruthers 1977, p. 8). Certain ad-
vantages and disadvantages tend to characterize all types'of formulas.
although even these can vary greatly according to local practice.

One of the more frequently cited advantages is that formulas se
to provide for equitable treatment among institutions. Because the
are quantitatively based, they seem more rational, more objective, in
their approach to resource allocation. They are believed to promote
effective communication between the institutions and state-level
budget decisionrnakers, particularly in providing financial incentives
to support statewide priorities, Many argue that the use of hudg
formulas reduces the degree of inappropriate political decisionmak-
ing, enabling campuses to retain a relative autonomy. (Note, hpw-
ever, that the disadvantages described in the next paragraph argue
that nearly the reverse can also be true.) 'The fact that budget for-
millas can he used to predict resource allocations and-.can make de-
cisionmaking routine 11so. tends to minimize conflict among _institu-
tions and between the institutions and state budget-makers. (For an,
elaboration of these advantages, see Humniell and Spalding 1972, p.
30; G'ioss 1973, pp. 98-99; Hale and Rawson 1976, pp. 20-21; Van
Wijk and Levine 1969, pp. 11-12; Moss and Gaither 1976, p. 555;
Meisingeri 1976, pp. 7-9).

Serious diadvantages are imputed to formula budgeting.' Budgets
derived with some formulas tend to improperly influence the in-
centive structure, in several ways, partictOrly those, formulas that dis-
courage innovative practices; fail to fund start-up costs of new pro-
grams; encourage institutions to develop high-cost prograMs; or place
undue emphasis on ,awarding "fundable- credits, regardless of
qualitative standards or student attainment. Formulas are criticized
because they do not establish levels ©f quality but instead perpetuate
poor practices and funding levels of the past. A major problem
envisioned for the Coining decade is that most current formulas have
an average-cost, orientation and therefore do pot deal., with enroll;
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ment decline very well,, since, they were developed during periods of
enrollment growth. A number of clisads t ges have been cited that
relate to improper use of formulas._ In sonic cases, institutions have
been expected to :allocate, nue-fru-Illy according to the formula re-
lationships, even though the formula was not cleveloPed for this 'pur-
pose. This -superficial validity," to borrow Cope'4 term, zilso. tends
to make formai htidgeting ,too- rigid and unchanging .whencorldi-.
titans dictate-otherwise. A final limitation of formulas is that they
are only useful for allocating within the higher echica'tion sector of
state government, Although Halstead itiggests 0[116i-wise, many be-
lieve that formulas do not justify uesource needs for higher education
against competing demands from other public functions (Gross 1973,
-pp. 98-99; Cope 1968, p. 5 Bothwell 1973, p., 12 Hale and Rawson
1976, pp. 21-22; Van Wijk 2111(1 Lel' ne 1 969,, PP. 11-12; Moss and
Gaither 1976; pp, 553-54; Harris ,1977; pp. 322.25; Halstead 1974;
pp. 662.63).

Evaluation Se' e 11 attempts have de to evalu for. ,
mulas and their use by states. Ch'oss coneluded that of the 25 state
formulas he had-revieWed, cipiy 12 were teceptable according to his
standards (1973, p. 97). Thes6 tlinclards, which he developed xviththe
assistance of a nine-rnomber review panel, require that a formula (1)
be clear, (2) be flexible, (3) not be used for detailed control, (4)
recognize diversity of needs, (5) be equitaible:(6) be broadbased and
recognize the total operating needs. (7)rcogni-e varying instructional
costs by discipline and level,-.and (8) be objective (pp. 78-85) ,- :Nricing
the 13 formulas judged unacceptable, these Were the most common
faults: (1) they were not fleXible that is, they did not allow special
requests or were- not modified frequently; (2) they were not broad-
based they did not 'consider needs in rive seri:Irate functional areas.
and (3) they failed to recognize varying instructional costs by
discipline and/or level,

Greene, in discussing .1 ctidual fort pproa 1
physical plant .maintenance, linted seven of tlae.s

ailability of accurate d
equally applicable to_ other functions of well

tai. (2) rein i data and
function, (3) comparability Sif da institutions,ty(4) slim

plicity in toranfunication witliTlay persons, trizii,
fr

equitably institutions of varying- enrallmcn i (6) of varying'
degrees of.macurity, and (7) ability t iuretftic with existing budget
managembth practices (1970. p. 58).

.Criteria proposed by others involve a t`elrtti
quality rather than past- experience (Summers



of the statewide incentive structure (Sttimph. 1970, p..226 ) and credi-
bility when corriparing the higher-educatibn lindgets'with those of
other state agencies (McGown 1976, p. 11

In their present form, formulas are conning; under increasing pres-
sure, particularly because they cannot generate adequate -resources
during periods of enrollment decline.-FloWeVer, there is little reason
to believe that formula. budgeting will be abapdOnerl in the near
future. As recently as 1976, the president of a major state university
claimed that a "formula system for making appropriations to higher
eduCation- is essential" (Williams 1976, p. 4). Moss and Gaither de-
termined that "despite its Many, weaknesses, no- `other method
available that meets' so many of the physical requirements of the
parties concerned" (1976, p. 560). None suggests, however, that for:-
rnulas will- be unchanging. INfeisinger, for example, anticipates "the
development of new formulas based on marginal cost differences"
(1976, p. 225).

Planning, Programming, and Budgeting Systems __

PPBS represents- the third era in-the budget reform movement. As
we have seen, PPBS has been synonymous with the planning move-
ment in governmental budgeting. PPBS has been legislated, estab-
lished by executive -order. implemented, discontinued, praised, ridi-
culed, evaluated, and feared. Most of all, perhaps, PPBS has been
described in the literature.

-Definition As we might expect, PPBS does not enjoy a standard
definition-. It has been defined or described from a variety of per-
spective. Kenworthy states that -program budgeting is a managerial

chnique designed to merge the planning process with the alloca-
tion of funds by making it impossible to allocate funds without plan-
ning" (1973, p. 19). Lawrence and Service describe PPBS as a varia-
tion of the incremental-budgeting approach, with reliance on ana-
lytical tools (1977, p. 37). The National Association of College and
University Business Officers has defined program budgeting as "es-
sentially a planning device that ultimately eads_ to a conventional
departmental budget for operation and control" (1974, p. 15,8). Toler
adds that "PPBS is first and foremost a planning technique' (1977,
p. 3). Pyhrr describes PPBS as "basically a macro-economic, cen-
tralized, top-down policy and long range planning tool" (1973, p.
149).

The definition of PPBS we employ is similar to the one developed
by the U.S. General Accounting Office. Planning involves the se-
lection and identification of the overall long-range objectives of the
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organization and the systematic analysts of various courses of;- action,
in _terms of relative costs and benefits. Programming requires de.

cisions on the specific courses of action to be followed in carrying
out planning decisions. Budgeting entails the translation of plan-
ning and programmingdecisions into specific financial plans (1968,
pp. 10-11, 47-48, 63);

Morrell, traced the origins of PPBS' to the performance budget
(1969, p. 286). He reported that researchers at the Rand Corporation
began- to apply the-performance-budgeting technique, in their analysis
of military spending, and after _many further studies and recomrnen;
dations, PPBS was born. Commenting on the :advent of PPBS, Schick
stated.that:"the critical mass for change came from three sectors:
economics, the new data sciences, and planning' (1971, p. 32). He
particularly 414ribed the method's development to the growing role
of the economist in governmeitt and to the Keynesian influence on
public-expenditure policy. In his Gaither lectures at the University
Of California, Hitch (then the Department of Defense controller)
traced .PPBS's first, wide-scale implementation in the federal govern-
ment. When he took office, Hitch found that military planning and
budgeting were each already well established separately, But he de-.
tennined that there was a need for programming to provide a bridge
between the two (1967, p 29). Becau-se of the perceived successes
with PPBS in the Department of Defense, President Johnson, through
executive order, directed all the federal agencies to implement this ap-
proach. Over the next several, years, many municipalities and state
governments (and thus much of public higher education) followed
suit. (For the interested reader, Merewitz and Sosnick (1971) provide
more iriformation concerning the early history of program bmdget-
ing.)

Postsecondary education was introduced to PPBS in a number of
ways.' Williams's Planning for Effective: Allocation in Universities
(1966) apparently was the first publication specifiCally discussing"
PPBS implethentation in a higher-education environment (Adams,
Hankins, and Schroeder 1978, p. 63). Many state-controlled, institu-
tions becam.e ,involved with program budgeting through statewide
implementation programs (Thompson 1971, p. '684). But numbers
of other institutions determined that program budgeting might im-
prove their own administration and implemented PPBS voluntarily
in an effort to reverse the decline in public confidence and the ever-
deepening fiscal crisis (Newton 1972; p. 1) for higher education.

Charactristics In contrasting conventional budgeting methods
with program budgets, Morrell found five characteristic differences.
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The older methods Were not output-oriented; focused more on the
past than the funire, did hot clearly identify program choices, focused
on resources requested rather than Tesults, and did not suggest how
resources were related to goals (1969, pp. 286 -287). Using these dif-
ferences as a framework, Morrell argued that prcigram budgeting con-
siders both inputs and outputs, places primary emphasis on the
future, .facilitates policy decisions-. focuses on results, and illuminates
the total costtof programs:

Schick identified four major changes, that PPBS introduced into
contemporary budgeting practice: the more explicit consideration of
objectives in making budget choices; the consideration of _multiyear
rather 'than single-year costs: the analysis of alternative means of ac -;
complishing the objectives; and an evaluation .of the benefits or
effectiveness of the budget choice (1971: p. 9). Fielclen identified five .

basic components of a planning. programming, and budgeting system,
in effect supplementiig Schick 's list. His principal addition was that
PPBS take into consideration the effect of decisions on ,society (1973:'
p. 2).

The effect of the PPBS approach on traditional budget planning
can beseen in the 10-step budgeting cycle specified by Parden (1971,

'pp. 203-8):

( 1)

( 2)
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)

( 7)
8)

( 9)
(10)

Establish objectives and goals
Develop alternative programs that will accomplish goals
Establish resource requirements for each alternative
Estimate benefits to be gaineclfrom each program alternative'
Develop an operating plan by selecting from among alternative,s
Test the long-range fiscal implication of the plan
Compile the annual budget
Evaluate the success with which program benefits are achieved
Revise planning standards
Repeat the cycle to accommodate changes and objectives, goals,
available resources, and the institution's environment

MS in Higher Education The postsecondary-education en-
vironment has placed further demands on PPBS. Dressel and Simon
note that it is '`not even ckar what a program is at a departinental

since most' degree programs involve several departments in
the use of general university resources (1976, p. 20). Morrell believes
that the most difficult part cif program budgeting' in postsecondary
education is. measuring -quality (1969, p. 289). Thompson fears that



PPBS may "lead in the direction, ec6nornically optimal yet pi>
tentially educationally unsound cou of action" (1971,p. 690);

Fie 'den = observes that in a. university Setting, "the five concepts of
the classic. PPB have not remained intact in the rigorous: fornial,PPB cycle. The internal political ethos of a university which makes
it unable (and perhaps inadvisable) to seek, common agreement on
objectives. and thus measures of success, has removed the lirichpin of
the old PPBS" (1973, p 5). Fielden suggests that the particular prob-
lem in setting objectives in higher education derived from the "basic
inseparability- of university activities" (1973, p. 3). As Fielden tit
'plies, this "joint cost' or "joint product" environment (in which, for
instance; a single activity might serve instruction and research goals

multandously) in fact presents more than just an objective-setting
problem in PPBS implem ntation: it also impactS both cost and out-
comes, measurement.

Fielden proposes an alternative conceptualization, which he terms
the new PPBS," that emphasizes the need for participative planning
in the university .environment. Neff also has considered participation
requirements. He maintains that PF,'BS to he successfully in-

it must become t part of die social and political make
up of the university. If PPBS;reS`ponSibility-a-Imly-tacked on as an
ancillary unit of the institution,-,he.- feels that-kale change will result
(1971, p. 119).

Peterson posed this question: "What are some of the potential in-
ternal impacts of PPBS on organizational processes, formal structures,
academict policies, and social ands individual behavior .patterns?"
(1971, np. 8). His own .response was to hypothesize a number of
changes that might. occur in '-the university, including enlarged fi-
nancial offices with broadened responsibilities, increased involvement
of coordinating and governing boards in individual prograrn decisions
on individual campuses, and changes in the ways in which the.campus
deals with accrediting agenCies. He observed' that unless programs
and siarprograms Were defined to be concomitant with the existing
college-and department structure, .a strain on the existing framework
might rise (1971. Pp. 11-19).

Peterson's belief that programs and subprograms_ should be defined
along organizational framework lines- is a point of some contention in
the literature. Wildaysky, for instance, considers program sti-nctures
the most pernicious aspect of PPBS," maintaining that the structure

turns out to be a sham that piles up meaningless data under vague
categories , (1974 p. 203). NO challenges. both Peterson and Wild

- aysky. In contrast to PeterSon. Neff ax es shat uit corn..



,
_parisons are not likely to be made and important questions_are not
likely to be highlighted if the 'program' categories employed are
existing departments and their current activities" (1971,-. p. 124). Un
like Wildaysky, Net finds -sthe prognm structure to be of great
benefit, since there is a greater possibility 'that tale m ain conversation

,

will center .on the 'substance_ of the decisions andnot on such un-
desirable consequences as petty rivalries,- threats to empire building,
and misunderstandings" (1971, p. 124).

The literatnre is replete with examples of institutionally defined,
planning, programming, and budgeting systems. The conjecture that
the 'experience wits PPBS in higher education Would .be different

--ithan that of the federal gcniernMent has-been borne out In many
cases, the literature: reports a PPBS implementation in name only
DresseL and Simon concluded that with respect to pure PPBS imple-
mentation in institutions. "precious little has been done- (1976, p,_
21).

Balderston and Weathersby have provided an extensive dociimen-
tation of the University of C_ alifornia'g experience with program bud-
geting.,from 1966 to,1971. They concluded that PPBS as a formal
system had been "relied on only to a quitelimited degree," both in
internal resource-alio-cation decisionmaking and in relations with the

e government in securing (1972. p, 299). Benacerraf et al.
(1978) have described the results of a demonstration project to imple-
rnent PPBS at Princeton University. While specific benefits from the
process were recognized, such as "a-greater awareness of the total cost
of:--i;arious University activities, " the authors concluded that a total

gram-budgeting system was inappropriate for Princeton (1972,
7). The principal difficulties stemmed from the "great deal of

tiint and effort" required to keep the system functioning ,(1972, p.
388). . ,

A year later, Andrew reported an interesting variation then, being
attempted at the University of Utah. In building a PPBS system,
they,- developed an analytical measurement called enrichment .

analysis." Its purpose was to focus,attention on long-range-planning.
setting objectives, and determining output:4, during the budgeting
process. Enrichment.analySis"Was designed to communicate to deans
and department chairpersons that the central administration wanted
to recognize more than just enrollment in the resource-allocation
process (1973, p, 5).

Kenworthy has challenged those who find `program budgeting tin
suited to small colleges. On the contrary, he found unusually well
adapted to their needs." lie -belieVed the prograrri budgeting pro-

,



cedures were much-better suited to the normal governing structure ofthe small college than to that of the typical university (1973; p.20).

Eva/uation As one might surmise frtrn the preceding analysis,
the evaluation of the success of 'PPES toward Improving budgetplanning postsecondary education is mixeNc- The variety of
evaluations' derives' at least partially, from the vailety of definitions.Although no unqualified successes have, been reported, one (roes findopinion at the -other end of the ..spectrum. Wildaysky states that"PPBS has feilecLeVerywhere and at a11%-tirnes..-NoWhere has PPBS ,(1)

andseen established ,(2) influenced governmental decisions 3cording to its own principles' "(1975,' p. 363); Most otherassessrrietis moderate. Raider,. after comparing PPBS with other ,--thebries.
challenged the commonly accepted assertions that PPBS can im-prove planning, budgeting' and decision.rnaking" in,,higher ecluca-tion (1975, p. 15). He observed, however, daat postsecondary echica-don -lacks sufficient experience with the technique for him to con-clude that PPBS has failed (1975, -p. 1). Kershaw and.Mooclt.found
that implementation .of PPBS has been most valuable as a way of

data
gaming 'beateroter unaerstanaing of university a bases. But theytod, rioted infreqUent implementation'successes p. 343). Harvey
judged-PPBS to be "a failure as a system, but a success as a concept[that will produce] a positive residue of thought and action" (1977,p. 39). .

,;

Pyhrr, in developing his case, for zero-base budgeting, asserted thatthere were- five problems Nyith, PPBS. Two of his_ criticisms ,are- par-ticularly incisive' that -',PIth .focuses on what, will be done, nothow to do it' and,that "PP does not provide an operating tool for
the.line rbartager ivho implement the policy and program decisions(1973; p: 149).

Indeed, the negative evaluation of many PPBS implementation at-
tempts may derive from the fact 'that it beCame a parallel and corn-petitive process to the -traditional budgeting approach;-rather thansupplanting it Evaluation of PPBS 'focusing on its ability to sup-
port (rather than replace)' traditional budgeting is Jess.common.

At the state level, Glenny found that most states "persist in adopt-
, .ing some form of budgeting which is called ',program', although the

form differs dramatically from one state to another." He quotes the \
California state budget officer as obAerying that the states are con-
tinuinuto.Anove toward program budgeting, but at a- pace slow
endugh serthat it will neither "disrupt proven political and budgetary
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Iprocesses' nor . extend themselves beyond the capadticrtor_analyze
what they have (1976a p. 29).

In Budget. Innovation in the S.tates.e Schick closed with this assess-
ment of PPBS: If PPBS is an idea whose time has not quite come:- it
also is an idea that cannot be repressed by momentary setbacks' (1971,
p; 218):

Zero-Base Budgeting
This' has experienced yet another- budget .reform, one that

has_becenne widely discusscl in the past several years. Zero-base bud-
geting.:(ZBB) continues in the rationalist line of procedures, although
it is:a.anicroeconOrnic approach, designed to transform objectives into
an efficient operating plan. Thii is irk contrast-with the F'PBS macro-
economic orientation, or, concern for broad. policy decisions, and
centralized, top-down approaches' (Phyrr 1973, p. 153.) Although

-zero-baSe budgeting has achieved its greatest exposure since President
Carter 'implemented it in the federal government,- the conicept has

ti/been around fOr `a.nmber: cif- years. tdet, A. princip0 leader in.
the --ZBB movement states that "the-concept. isnPt:,new,. but Merely.. a
formalization of the -thought process!' (fitonich 1977,-p. -13)._

Pylarr.is perhaps the best known /B8 proponent_ next to. President
. . .

Carter. He developed the current approach to ZBB"at Texas Instru-
ments in the,late-1960S' and tittracted then, Georgia Governor Carter's,
attention through an article about it in the Harvard Businecs Review
(1970). Although there had been a ZBB implementation attempt. in
the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the early 1960s, Pylirr claims
that this effort :'did not resemble [his] methodology used successfiilly
both in industry and governrant- (1973, p. xi).

Description' ----'Zero-base budgeting embodies -a relatively -simple
concept.' 'It demands a total rejustification of every activity from base
zero,. instead of incrementing the new on the old (Carter 1977, p. 24).

According to NACUBO, the "zero-base budgeting technique :assumes
nothing about pricir budgets but starts' frorn zero each year to build a
new budget" (1974, p. 160).

Despite the requirements:of the theory, the governmental approach'
to ZBB might. be more adcurately characterized as -80c/c-Base Budget-

Sarant finds that ZBB : "complements and links the existing
planning, budgeting and-. review processes- and that the budget justi-
fication includes "selected, not all, current program elements starting
somewhere in the base area [but] not necessarily at 'zero base'
(1978. p. 3)



nds- only two basic steps, in terti-base budgeting
m-

si on packages and then -(2) ranking'- these- packages
p 5). He describes decision package as one that` identifies a

"discrete acavity, function, or operation iii a_ definitive manner for
management evaluation and comparison- with other activities- .;Each,
package includesthe purpose or."goals,'and objectives for the activity,
the consequences' of not performing tlip:-a,ctivity,i measures of perforrnance, a listing:of alternative courses-braction, (different ways of
perforMing the 'same function cirodifferent levels of effort for per-
forriting the function), and its Costs and benefits' 1973, p. Gen - _erally, a decision tpackagels prepared for the lowest organizational:.
level, cost center;.ior'budgeted unit within the enterprise. Each package is then ranked at successively higher adenknistrative levels,'WithtentiOn-focused on those decisions representing marginal, choices inrrns_ofcost utility

Stonich, an early worker with Pyhrr. writes that"the zero-base process pulls. together a number of techniques That arealready used for planning akid, contror.(1977, p. 2). Among these
teCliniques are many -that we have described in earlier sections, in
eluding ,incremental analysis, goal setting, alternative analysis, cost-benefit analyiis;- performance measprernent and line -item bildgeting.
Stonich observes, however, that the ..strength of the zero-base approach .

that it-integrates these techniques within 'a systematic framework_(1977, p..2).
.Both "Stonich find Pyhrr have contrasted the ZBB approach_ with

,incremental budgeting and with PPBS, One difference is that-the',.
..,.incrernental approach examines the costs and benefits of. new active

e's, While ZBB considers all .activities. ZBB calls -for cpnstatit, exami-nation of new approaches to job performance, While7-ttleineremental
approach does not Thus ZBB offers choices from among several
levels of service and cost as compared to the inremental, take-it-or
leave-it budget (Stonich 1977, p 3).

As we have noted, Pyhrr identified several problems with PPBS.
He believes that ZBB can solve ,thern and that the two systems are
both compatible and mutually reinforcing :' !!The marriage of the
two systems strengthens both, and PPB and zero-base budgeting can
be merged into a coordinated process by changing the -concept of
budgeting in PPB into zero-base budgeting--(1973 p. 152).

Several investigators have speculated on _what might be necessary
tor a successful ZBB implementation: Carter believes that :birtiget.
planners reins( be "willing to .wcirk:long hours to find out what is
really going on and have the political courage to make tough.
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cisions" (1977, p. 26). Cowen suggests that
flexible and responsive to ther'partiCula "tieedb
(1977, p. 20). Pylirr and Stonich bdth Iait
must be committed to the process. ..-

ntion Like PPBS, ZBB has.also'received Mixed e luations.
r states Simply that ''zero-base budgeting ha's proved its. Value..

77, p. 26). Cowen quotes a municipal budget officer as stating that
zertirbase budgeting is A -practical impoRibility" (1977, p. 19).
Stogich provides a more credible,evaluation through his survey of
the experiences of ZBB- users. :Asked to rate ZBB as a 'process, 76

. .percont of the respondents said that it was either good or excellent %!

for reallcicating cost and manpower (1977, p. 15). :

'Postsecondary education has had, limited experience with 2BB.
tough

--
ugh th'e recent implementation at MacMaster Vitiver§ity, has
widely .tepo ted.- MacFarlane, MarMaster's assistant lAiiCe,p

der a, has mixed -experience. -Included in his good-, categ ry,
were the gaining of much greater insight ipto the wArkings of the
University, development of 2,:a tougher management approach, and
achievement of cost reductions without excessive negativte impact. His

bad news'', included an unbelievable amount of pager tre-
rnendous arnoithts of tiiiie,,f,quired, and difficulty ii -enunciating
priorities (1976; pp 31-32): However, MacFarlane repogts that
we used 'zero base bud
anyone that,' we sv it again for the next budgeting cycle",
1976, p.:3y:-'
Gaither and Johnson suggest that the MacMaster,Universq,,

eriente May be the' ption cause of its unique,sitnaticin. I
e nine the approach was initiated, the University faced a

ion deficit. (1977, p. 11). Dressel. and Simpn shin that ti-ZBB will
have' little::.application in the university simply 'because SO:Many of
the commitments already madevrequire continuing support': (1976,
p. ZBB can- be applied successfully inra hi her - education en
vironment, Gaither and Johnson think that it Will be in the service
and support areas, since these activities. are characterized by greater
flexibility in chooSing the manner and = :lev_et t of service than-late the
acadeo*-r-at:eas (1977, p '10). In fact, the implementation efforts
the Ilri-iYerSilySytern of Georgia- focused on these units (Fine

A

1977 p 55).
=

tgani- has yet to be convinced that 'ZBB useful co
if higher education, particularly at .the more centralized

decisionmaking levelsHe believes that- the viability of ZBB
highly dependent upon 5Atisfactory resolution of key theoretical is

should be
of the organization
at top management

ing,. there was absolutely no question by
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.sues" 1978, p. 7). Among these are criteria regarding the orderineof. .prioritms, inputs to outputs, substantive vsrocedural rationality,'and the-
viability

. p
l of the economic or business model n nomnarket:

- "organizatiOns (p. 7). He , also expresses concern about -:ZBB's., een-
tralize4'.pre-audit decisionniaking situation,' which permits 'top ad-
ministrative and legislative officials tki make managerialJleciSions

anfairly low in the organizational structure (1978, p. 20). 14_,. an con
cludes that some.:foritt of program review would 'be a m more
practicalapproach for'.achievih ZBB s goals in institutions othigher
education (1978. p. 23).

Perfa'rnitince Budgeting
As we have obterved, performance bUdgeting was the budget-p

ning product of, the management. era she Second stage:An the
velopinent of public administration budget-planning practiie.
though the emergence of performance budget is usually linked to r .the 1949 Hoover Commission._ Schick claims that the commission
merely "coined the name- and did not invent, the concept (1971, p.
30). Its origins have been traced to the 1912 Taft Comfnission as well
as to both the 1949 and .1955 Hoover Commission (Peterson 1977, p

.2). By proViding performance budgeting with a label; the 1949,Corn-.,
mission did succeed in giving.focus.to the approach. This created a
demand_ for improved federal. budgeting and helped to develop a
sense of excitement in pUblic administrators of that era. -

In more recent years, the .term performance budgeting has
come into useuser Peterson reported -finding "embryonic develbpnien
hrough his 1976 survey (1977, p. 3)... Some observers:1-oWeyer[ques-

don whether this new era of performance, budgeting is that of
the Hoover Commission. Many similarities can be recognized, but
there are also many flifferences. If there is a differeneebetween the
old and new concepts, it is probably in the concept of performance.
itself. Whereas earlier usage seemed to stress quantitative Workload,
the concern now aripears to be more qualitative and impaciOriented.
Given the difficulties in assessing quality, even this distinction is
problematic. For our purpOses, further attempts at distinction prob.
ably would prove counterproductive. Just as There are many versions
of formula budgeting, .-PPBS, and zero-base budgeting in 'actual.,"

. practice, one should not be alarmed to discern several versions of per-
formance budgeting in use

The new growth in interest in performance bud etingAs but one
example of increased interest postsecondary-educa ion performance



and accountability.. A recent monograph is devoted-to the -topic
(Folger 1977). In addition to performance budgeting, it addresses per
formance audits conducted by state legislatures (Berdahl 1977, pp.
35-65) and academic program reyiew approaches employed by state,
higher -education, agencies (Barak 1977,.pp. 67-90) that affect'the bud-,
get .less directly...

Definition Peterson has described performance budgeting both
as "a budgetary structure tlfat focuses on activities or functions ; :
which .produce results . .. and for which resources . . are used and
"a budge/an paces/ that attemps"to allocate- resources on the basic
of anticipated or east results (1977, p. 2). SchiclCsought to define
performance budgeting by contrasting it with PPB. He wrote that
"performance budgeting pertains to activities, not to objectives. Its

-_principal thrust is to.improve"work efficiency by means of activity
classikeAtions and :work/cost measurements". (1971, p. 8). He also
observed that perthrrnance budgeting represents "a change in budget *

form" carrying the 'expectation that :-rnodifications id budget form
and technique will generate changes in the roles and decisions of the
budget participants" (1971, p. 44).

The resurgence of interest in performance budgeting is attributed
to various forces... Within the higher-ediicatiOn -commimity, there
concern that current Juncling, approacherem phlisize hwnitity rather

=tharr,quatitym(Harris1977;, p 22 Peterson 1977, p.4). Support for
performariee budgeting has also come from those who,_.in attemptitig
to implement nontraclitiOnoror innovatiYe;prpgrarns',1haye felt stifled
by input or activity-based budget approaChe'sr-'(Peterson 1976, pi
Peterson reports that in -acklition. performance budgeting approaches
are being considered by institutions faced with the .need- to disc
tinue ineffective and inefficient programs during periods of reduced
resources (1976. p.

'There has also been renewed interest in performane-e budgeting
among, interests, eiternAt to The Tennessee project

_

Makes the premise that allocatint some portion of state funds cei the
, basis of performance criteriawill promdte instructional effectiveness

Bogue and Troud '19.78;.; p. 1).. Peterson traces the interest in per-
ormance funding and the increased concern for accountability to .,

.'the declining confidence in higher education, the size of the higher-
education budget . and the pressures of recession and inflation-
0976, p 3).

Characteristics Noting that performance budgeting procedures
had not been described in the literature in any comprehensive form,
Schick developed a set of distinctive methods through analysis of--



.current.practices' within governrn pre oposed t' the common
corriponents',f-of most performance-budgeting systems were activity
classifications ,. perfocinance measurenients, and performance reportl,
1971 p 441. The perform" ance 'measurements developed for eachactivity tyPiclly express the relation between its inputs and _out-

puts. P_ effort-fiance reports, were used as h interim -audit and.

post-audit tirocechires,% compare actual experiences with budget pro--
jections. (1971; p. 48).....

, rr if pet-forma cc bud-Perhaps the biggest barrier to implerne
geting-has been:,the difficulty in determining approgriate performance .

.criteria. Three closely 'related- "linking problems," in partidufae, al>

.criteria.
!9;,, . ,pear tti ccinstiture the major obstacles. For instance, it often is diffi-cult .,to 'attribute a particular performance or; outrome to any single

organizational init.:' since -more than one 111111 frequently contributes
e ' Peters 1971; p. 8),'SlOilarly, Peeerson suggests: that "the

1-1(age-fietweemoutcomes and budget dollars- may not- besapparerit:'
and that a cause-and.elTect relationship cannot- be demonstrated
(1976, p.112). The--third difficulty is actually a valiation of the second
-,-- the performance measurement cycle usually does,not-coincide with
the budget planning cycle. Nonetheless, these rather formidable
rgobIems have not deterted interest in budget innovators. -The sub-tide.of a papir ,j)y .116gueiand Troutt ---- "Acting on the Possible
W'hile A.ivaiting 'Perfection exemplifies-this determination (19,6).

Three state-level attempts at,performance budgeting haire recently, .cn descriPied: Petei-son conductedi case studies, in the states of
waii- and Washington (1977, pp. 9-29)- While there were notable

variations in practices ,t3veen those two states, Peterson'AlS fOiind
"striking similarities be weer the statts, which ,reflect the obstaclesto- instituting a perforrnance-baed approach ". (1977, p. 30). In both
states, he found- that the institutions and state agencies were still
negotiating the approPriateness of certain me4nres and program
structures, even though; ,each state, .had several years of experience.
Perhaps more significantly, :lie found that :',performance budgeting
lacks political appeal" (1977,, p. 31). This gsettion is based .txR his, :-.
observations that; iegbaators'in both statesql) teak ;IL.steater:-pei-sonal
interest ..,iii defending the-institutiOns in their.fawn area racket'racket' Oa

,

in suPpOrting:thce s6pposetlly rare rational approach and (2) dislikedi.'",
the.comElex1ty.-,abd volume of-, materials to be reviewed.'

The' Tennessee exPerlineht iVas instigated by the state coordinating -. -

agency rather than being mandated by ,the executive titidget office or
legislature. Its principal ei-npliasis Is on- establishing and- assessing
instructional goals (Bowie and .Troutt 1977, p. 107). The project



anticipates the ffeveloprnent at each institution of iristrtictionar Per-
formance indicators that are consistent with its role and mission. The
coordinating agency hopes to use the indicators .'as:a basis --for -re-
vismg formula funding policies to.-reward; perforn-lacice" (1977, p
106). Harris, a former, member of the Tennesk0- project staff, has
proposed a similar institutional hint-ling, scheme, based- on multiple

ar planning _and budgeting cycles. . Under-hisPropose the pet--
ance of the .institution and itS :.COMptin'ent programs would be

evaluated by a board or visitors at the end bf each cycle. Using this
evaluation as a basis, a recommended budge( for the next cycle woul
by prepavd by-central authorities (1977. 325).

Evaluation ,--- W %ule it is probably premature to evaluate tl
recent Perfoimance-budgetiog efforts; write, p on public administ a,
tion have assessed the earlier .era as a :failure. For irustance,:f..ee an
Johnson found ."little evidence 'that/performance bUdgeting ever be=

the basis .upon which decisions were made (1973 .p. 197).
ck summarized "Performance budgeting failed to achieve its

aspirations and potential.' (1971,:p. 85). But as Lee and. Johnson oh,
serve, "performance budgeting really did not disappear altogether

. [it] continues, even though t e Dopulari-tf the word .prOgrdm"
the 1960s all but buried .p fort-I-lance (1973: p..108). Schick F .

then, had,heen prophetic: -the isappointingcareer of this proposed
reform did not deter a =new genes tion Of tcfortnerli from , Mg to
convert the tradition-bonnet budget'. 5

The Prospect for Rationul Budgeting
Although the foregoing discussion of the five/ budget planning

"proaelies serve to Jiighlight their differences, it is inirnediately
Rareht.that-sevral of the approaches have main%coinnton character
sties. To 'view these five techniques from a larger perspective, ft may

be -useful to consider their theoretical and pragmatic 'similarities in
addition to their differences;
-_- The thedretical . aspects of the budget_ planning approaches dis-
cussed alicive can die described in numerous ways. Three particulakly,
important criteria for comparing these nrethods are their degree of
integration in the overall long-range planning effort, their considera-
tion of all rather than just expansion-based activities, and their
cern for i_iltintate Outcomes rather than process.. Performance budge
ing, PPBS, and ZBB tend to be similar in these' respects_ By design,
these. Methods arc integrated into the,planning proces,s, call for con-
tinual reassessment of the need for 'discrete_ Programmatic activity,
and lead to efforts to measure, each program's-,performance; Formula



budgeting Incremental- budgeting, on the other hand, are similar
in their magmatic characteristics. They are_designed to -).outinize de-.

onmaking, lead to more predictable results and minimize the paper 'wort, conflict, and effort attending the other budget planning meth
oclologies. The newer versions of.performance budgeting, ?PBS andZBB, are products of the mare recent planning era that` increasinglydemands reallocation'ind may be clearly .distinguished in this regard
from formula and incremental budgeting approaches.

1We do not anticiPate that the next -few :ye as will witness any sloW
ing of the steady march toward rationality in budgeting. As we have
observed, postsecondary edutationbudgeting is heavily infkiencedbudgetmg in government. If for tio other -reason, the move toward
rationaltty in jugher.,oducation-budgeting cob thine becaus'e_ the
college is part of larger enterpriSe. .No:amount of debate art.. p1-9-
fessional .:Ineetik,gand no fnuiriber of essays- in higher- education
1fourrials are likely to alter the fact that when-it comes to selecting
budget;planning approaches through which public institutions_ deal
with state governments, higher-education leaders are. not _calling the-. -shots.

'This is 'not to suggeSt that all budget planners are-like grooms at
shotgun weddings when it conies to budget informatienj--Chief7hUd-

,geting officers in institutions of higher edikation, like their counter-
parts in government .and industry, constantly seek ways to discharge _their TeSpaniibilities more. effeetively.. While rectignizinks._ imperfec-While

=

tions or .pr.oblerns of various sorts in the newer budget-planning
noliagid, &tiny consider these approaches to be irriprOvernents
n 'the 431deizalterriaqves-, and they are willing Cu experiiient iii

F

suit of a inore.iatisaCtory-maptoach.- Some budget innovators
lic-sector institutions rruly be oppOrtuni.stic, merely n wit
tide. But, this' can scarcely tX`plain the coritiriphig

.at, private institutions where there -is' little
ceps the benefits of- improven. practice, Ptlt hair

. ,

this in describing the ?PBS efEctrts of `senall privnte Colleges and. the
experiences ofVrinceton Vniverst,4.;Certainly no agency
is- foriing -the l_Jnivei;sity- of ;Miami (tiorkla)- t6 investigate zero-base
budgeting. As new generations of postsecondary education admiuis,
trators who have been' trained in. these techniques assurne' leadership
roles, efforts toward- innovative budgeting practice are likely C.? ac
celerate

Beyond the influence 'of people in.reaclership positions, the
graphic and economic realities of the next decade also -ar c 'likely to
demapcl continued ern plia4is iu rational decisionmaking ,par



titularly; efforts toward what Morgan terms margina y- analysis
(1978)'. 'While rendering. good budgeting decisions has alwafyi bedn
important, the projectecldownturn in enrollment, the incising in-
exbilitY of resources, and the eroding financial; support base all

coy#7bine to make decisions at the margin of utmost importance.
ecl, Glenny observes that some institutions of higher education

that already face these conditions are now moving faster in.,budget
reform than irre..state bildget officers (1976a, pp

We do rii5t neeessarily believe that any of the buclgetaplanning
approaches we have described come close to a final -answer, and we
expect to see other innovative ideas put forward in the coming years.
The remediation of perceived deficiencies in the reform = approaches
(or some combination of the more favorable aspects of current
methods) will likely provide the-basis for such innovations, We are
likely to see procedures that reccignize the inflexibility of the base
and that minimize paperwork and analysis (as does incremental bud
geting), Approaches that provide predictability and routinization of
decisionmaking (as does formula budgeting), mbdels that enable the
rational evaluation of alternatives at the margin. (as, do PP-LS arid
zero-base budgeting), and attempts to change the financial incentive
structure through relating performance to the budgeting process
does performance budgeting). No single approaches likely to emerge
that, embodies all of these characteristics, since there are conflicting
goals among them. Nonethelss, these characteristics represnt tar-
gets Inure innovation
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Buclgetai*, Re on8ibilities
At Differing Orga zatiotial- Leve6-

Budgetrg provides a forum in which many actors can perform a
ange of roles. As Morgan observed, "participants rilaybudgetary

roles as their institutional positiOn prescribes. Successful performance
is determined by one's ability, make the best case. for one's em-
ploying agency- (1978 p. 25).' We come.now to the identification of
the various actors involved in the-postsecondary education budgetary
process and their multiple roles. Not all the actors are on stage, and
not all perform the same roles throughout the budgetary.process.

Roles
According to Wildaysk roles "are the expectations of behavior at-

tachecl to institution-al posi ons" (1974, p 160). Without understand:.
ing that the roles, or expectations, exist as a -function of institutional
position; one cannot, inderstand the nature of the budgetary process..
To emphasize the importance of performing in appropriate roles,.
Wildaysky cites' the examples of the U.S. Weather Bureau, which at
one time was exceedingly conservative in- presenting its budgetary
requests. During one appropriation cycle, the Weather Bureau found
itself in the position. of the college business officer quoted by jellerna::
The tiouble is not with my Inidift. That works out well enough;

The trouble is that when I get to the end of the budget, T still halie
a lot of calendar left" (1973, p. 63). Thus when appearing before the
Appropriations Committee the WeatheBureati official was chastised
for being too conservative in his estimate of ileecledresources and
was subjected to the following line of questioning:

Senator Smith: gave you requested enough money to-per- p°
m you to progress-as fast as you can?

Weather ktureau Official: Senator 'Smith, I Wohder if there is any
agency that ever gets enough,money. There
are ajways so many things wit' can do be-
yand the budget possibilities. Certainly we
could use a great deal more.
My question was prompted bpcausewe can-

:t know what you could use'se unless you tell
us. . . . If do not aMc for it, the point
is. the -resPonsiNtitV is yours. is it not?.
(Wildaysky 1974, -p. 161).

Fri yri this perspective, the importance:of advocacy in the budgetary
proce its apparent. Anton argues, for example, 1 that ansiirtipOrfant7.



role of budgeting is to "give the bUdgetary commission sordething
cut" (075, p 209)-L--.which certainly does not suggest a- conservative
approaCh. However,- othei roles in the budgetary protess are also
implicit In the dialogue. The senator seemed. to suggest that if
sufficient funds had been requested, they would have been provided.
But let -us assume, for,,the moment, 'that the Weather Bureau had
requested funds bernd what was available. In this circumstance,
the senator would have been confronted with decisions relative to the
requests of the Weather Bureau in relation to the reqt\ests.of other
agencies. No doubt he would have called on his.-4fiff to' Conduct
analyses to proide some indication of the consequefirdNoVfunding
cure agencycyersiA another'. the senator_ would probably
have had to cut the budget request of the Weather Bureau. turn,
the WeatfferBureau would have been forced to maVectibiees about
which activities to support .at the reduced level of funding.

This example liows several roles that are necessary in the bud-
getary proces's: advocates, rutters analysts, decisionrnakers providers,
and expenders. These are not mutually exclusive and They

tare not n ssarily same continuum. The same individual, as
a tunction4of one position, can be both an advocate and a cutter,, .

either an analyst or a decisionmaker, and either a provider or an
expender. In fact, the chief executive officer of the institution may
play all of these roles.

The multiplicity-"of toles impoked on individuals derives from the
two ce`fcles of the budgetary piorri- On the one-hand, the budget is
used to put forth a case, to establish. the need for and the desirability
of the mission, purpose, and activities of the ,institation. .0n the
other hand; the budget distributes available resource's to support
authorized purposes -and activities during a given budgetary period.
Depending on one's position, different roles are performed in each.of
these cycles.

Players
The more visible players are faculty, department chairpersons,

deans,, vicopresidentS, chief executive officers, state ypstsecondary
education officials, governors, and legislators. Less visible, though
increasingly important, are students, institutional analysts, staffs of
state agencies, and staffs of executive and legislative agencies.' Glenny
has emphasized the critical nature of staff work on important budget
decisions, observing:
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Much of the most telling leadership of public -institutions of higher
education today is anonymous. . . . Unknown by college and university
faculties and students . . .persons occupying these staff positions] are
faceless, without names, and without the legal- responsibility for the
well-being of the colleges and universities.. Nevertheless, as the state
political leaders all to see their goals of accountability and control
achieved through the coordinating and the governing boards, they turn
to the governor's budget office or the legislative analyst, or in some
states both, in, order to obtain their objectives (1972, p. 10, 18),

The other invisible player is the student. Students, by choosing
which institutions, or which programs within an institution, to enroll
in, influence iostsecondary education budgets. Sortie have argued

. that,a freernarket system-should be ado postsecondary educa-
tion, in which tuition would be set of providing instruc-
tion, and resources from govei-r4q be provided directly to
students. Through this met ionat budgets Would bid
determined as a function of s o ment (see- example,
pansen and-Weisbrod 1969; IToen.cl.,f i

f
Norman 1974). Leslie and

Johnson, on the other hand, argue-t e -characteristics,,of higher
.education in no way approximate sufficient condilidns of the
perfectly conipetitife market- (p 101

lagrhkeprt
model is, determined to he inapplicable or _pro
edutation. 7' ." (1974, p.' Thdugh in,recent years
federal financing;' in some instances state' finane
provide relariTitly more resomrce-:*)- student'.tliali to iris
is unlikely that highcx -educotion financing aid budgeting will in t ie
immediate future:be based* 1611.cost tuition. Nonetheless, students
continue to exercise choices and influence institutional budgetnra
ing. As a consequence,'the choices of st dents as represented
n incomencome mint nVesSaril) reflect the budgetary. process.lion

In 'the rernainderif this section, We scribe- the. budget request
and budget- allocation cycles_ as they_-retatei o.the educational and
general, fund and explore issues surroundigg, participation in th e
cycles.

The Budget-Request Cycle.---,_
As we observed at the outset, the budget is used to request funds

and to:;:-Ilocate aVailable funds among competing alternatives. Al-thou ny allocation decisions are implicitly made in the process
of r6iftiesting funds-7 for pur-cuses of this discussion we consider ,the,-.
request cycle t9 cultnirptedifi ,the appropriation of funds by the legis:.



lature and the -allocation cycle to proceed . .thereafter.' It follows,
therefore, ihAt we are concerned primarily With the public sector in
postsecondary education.

Most-of the literature focuses on the budget-reqnest cycle. This is
understandable because, particularly in public institutions, most of
the debate, analysis, and decisions are made in the request cycle.
Campus or state-agency_ budget beatings rarely are reconvened, to
determine the allocation of appropriated funds. this is partially ,a
timing issue. In many states, the appropriation may not be set
until after the fiscal year begins. As a, consequence, allocation must
occur rapidly to prevent dist-Option of the academic cycle (Schmidtlein
and. Glenny 1977,-p. 181). In addition, the intense effort put into the
request cycle also tends to mitigate the need for prolonged delibera
tions in, the allocation cycle.

Preparing the Budget-Request
In its simplest form, a budget consists of an expenditure and

revenue plan, that will support the overall educational objectives and
plan of the institution (Corbally -1962, p 167). This description,
however, conceals the many aspects anti subpfocesses involved in the
'development of an institutional budget Robins points out that
"the-process .by whit- A a budget clocilmenf is4reated is cyclical in
nature. It has no beginning or- end. It is C(5',ntinuotts-,a.nd over
lapping- (1973, p. 18). -I-1.0.--,describes the preparation of an tnstitu
tional budget as occurring in thrae..-. ph= ,

In the "long-range plannine
institution is concerned with cre
goals, the demographics and eniv11.-
stitution (such as faculty badsVtenit4;3-
the student body, th condition of thii"
status of the physic plant, thet'overall
institution related to its tuition charges, ipvestrnetire

r.th). One of the final steps in the long-range planning pro
the projection of enrollment for the b,udget year in question.

-bd
r _

reass .

:corn
-.-

d service
siwation.. of

ThisAistinetion is relevant only to institutions in the public sectors and may be
a stfurce- of confusion Icy:these mote .accustomed to budgeting in private institu-
tions. While many of it rr procedures may be similar for example, the use of
budget protocols or guide'hissigg developed b, central administration, the involve-
ment of budgetary conunind the coting of the budget in+ the contkt of
overall institutional goals and plans the separation into two cycles w par--
titularly misleading. In private institutions, the budget-planning. process tends
to be more revenue-driven, with requests and allocations handled simultaneously,
_and the distinction between the two much less visible (Cuthbertson 1959;*- Mc-
tonne!! 1967).



The institution is then ready to move to the second phase, which
is concerned with program planning. Normally this, phase begins
about 18 months before the expected effective date of. the budget. It
focuses on the assessment and planning-of- academic progims, the
planning of support programs, estimating revenue, and reviewing
and revising. plans and estimates based on comparison of estimated
revenues with expenditures required by the educational plan.

The final phase-of the budget process concerns document prePara-
Lion and usually begins nine to 12 months prior to the effective date

of the budget. It is in this phase that the formal request budget is,

developed. Many of the major decisions have already been made in
earlier phases_ and ar.e issued as guidelines for the development of
the formal request budget.-.Nonethelessi.contention and negotiation

--.enItiritle,throughoutthe preparation,of the final request budget.,
From this ddsciiption of-'-the budgetary.proce4!- y&can see',.,that the

institution is simultaneously engaged in different phases orprepara-
tiOn for different budget years. Long-range planning is being carried
out for one year and the institution is completing the final docu-
ment for the 'most immedafe budget year a all at the same time
This leads to confusion on the part of participants and also has
seated some confusion in the literature. Is budgeting, for example,

top:down, or bottom-up? While arguments are made on both sides
of this issue, if one accepts the description of die budget cycle pro-
vided above, the answer- is that budgeting is both top-down and bot-
torn-up. As a result of the long-range planning phase and, to a
limited extent, the program planning phase, budget guidelines, or
"budget protocols," are developed. As Massey points out

These are written instruments for promulgating general budget and-
ning information and providing top-down prompting to elicit bottom-up
response to specific questions, . . Protocols provide an impetus to plan
more effectively at the local level and share these plans and their ratitmale
with the central administration (1978, p.363).

These protbcols' help to mold the shape of the builget -as it is de-
veloped.

This is not to suggest; -limey
top. As Masters and Munsterman
from the bottom up, with guid
down. They add-

that all decisions are made at the
observe, the budget normally flows

ance d assistance from the top

The budgeting unit in educational institutions is the department and it is
very important that the responsibility for conducting the affairs of the



budgeting unit be placed tri: a single individual and.that individual is the
department hend-.:The department head 93 in a posttion to best know the
needs of the department and' the proper balance which must be effected
ity any slim:ohm Of. funds (1975

T cally, therefore, the laudget:',request proceeds fromn the bottom
.0 on basic constrailits, priorities, and planning assumptions

tidget --Protocols) passed down by the central administration.
'Several issues relatei: to 'timing also cause confusion and problems

in the bud-fet cycle. 17 urrisi points to a dilemma in Florida that is
, typical for institutions in other states on an annual budget cycle_
The operational unit ofthe academic area, Turrisi notes, is the
partment. The need to know about available resources is greatest at
this level. Yet "department chairpersons are the last to know what
resources., they will have for the year which is already one-fourth
gone by the time they find out" (1978, p. 1). And frequently, im-
portant allocation decisions are made in August, when the operating
managers (department chairpersons) are out This situation, which
is a consequence of the lengthy budget process and the fact that
higher education in most states is the last appropriation item
handled, induces frustration_ and uncertainty at all levels of the in-
stitution (Turrisi 1978).

Why, one wonders, is higher education one of the last appropria:
Lion items. dealt with at the state" level? State governments, like the
federal governinent, have increasingly assumed budgetary obliga-
tions that are of an entitlement nature. This means that the basis
f4-1funding many programs is defined in the statutes, and the level
df resources that will be provided to different programs supported by
the state is a furrction of the volume that`can be justified for each
program. in most states, for example, funding rfor elementaryAld
seccindary education is heavily influerked by tax equalization form-
ulas written into statutes. Similarly, appropriations for welfare,
transportation, and highways are largely determined by requirements
to match federal grants,, by statute-bal.,ed funding formulas; or re-
stricted tax revenue (such as a gasoline tax). Mental health pro-
grams, prisons, and debt maintenance also are continuing,pbligations
that usually take priority. The next result is that higher education,
which remains one of the largest budget items in most states, is

treated on a discretionary basis. Indeed, higher education is one of
the few remaining major progroms,.oVer which the state has dis-

,. -

cretionary power. Thus :-apprOpriations fdr higher education are
determined in part on the basis of-Med-wed described in the budget

.

request and in part on the bads of what resources are available after
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other state-Program commitments have been met. ThiS phenomenon
bedomes increasingly -important, and potentially forbidding, in the
context of the demographic and-potential eprollthent, problems and
the likely severe revenue constraints expected to confront higher edu-
cation in "the next few years (Schmidtlein and Glenny 1977).

Timing problems are not unique to institutions, as Schmidtlein
and. Glenny point out The time available for an analysis-Of budget'
requests by postsecondary education agencies, governors' executive'
offices, and legislative staffs is extremely limited. Problems in this
regard led Schmidtlein and Glenny to conclude that

annual, rather than biennial, budgeting generally appears to create more
problems as a result of losing a longer time frame for institutional ope-
rational planning ,and a hea-Vier- procedural wnikload for state budget
agencies. than it solves in 610-casing attentivencss to emerging problems
(1977, p. 203).

The problem is particularly severe when states decide to change bud-
-get formats.

ANew data and data structures often require the design of new data col-
lection, and accounting systems; such changes are very expensive.
One president noted that it took his campus tb,rmvears to regain the full
usefulness of its routine accounting -Mfoirriatiun, services after a state.
mandated change in budgetary data reiik'etrienCs (1977, p. 183) .

The development of a btidget ip higbci edtication is therefore a
lengthy process. is complicated layiita:ei-taiiity,.:overl;tpriing,'actisi-,
ties, and, in spite,pf the length of the process, difficult timing prob-
lems: It.is continuous, with :no apparent beginning and an unforesee-,.

able end. Nevertheless, it endures and is the process by which post-
secondary educatitSn obtains the resources that enable it to endufe.

Constructing the Institutional Budget
Typically, institutional budget preparation begins depart-

mental level because it is through the department and organization
of departments that the university delivers its academic programs.
In 'the traditional approach to 1-,udgeting,:each department prepares
its request on the basis of needed increments to continue to perform'
or expand its role, within the institution. These incryments may de:
rive from such factors as anticipated enrollment increases, desires to
decrease teaching load, or efforts to enhance the prestige of the in
stitution. Breneman found that important_ character
istics of different academic departments contcl he explained by con-
sidering them as " "prestige- maximizing firms- (197k).
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Dressel and Simon, however, argue that '-'as a general rule, inequi-
ties abound in departmental 'budgeting 'within the :university" (1976,
p. ix). This belief led Dresiel to a series of studies (Dressel, Johnson,
and Marcus 1970; Dressel and Faricy. 1972; and DresSel and Simon
1976) that provide a comprehensive examination departmental
operations and budgeting, These studies brought Dressel and Simon
to the conclusion that the traditional mode of simple incremental
budgeting at the department level is no longer appropriate.

In the first study. Dressel et al. concluded that the univers ities
and departments within them are out of control' (1970, p. 232). In
the second study. Dressel and Fat-icy concluded that

most faculty rrtembers and departments seem- to have operated on the
principle that Avila' is good for them is good for. the university: and in
turn, the university seems to have operated on the principle that what is
good for the university is good for society. But, in fact, what, they per-
ceive as good for the .unkersitv is not necessarily needed by. wanted by,
or good for society_(1972. p. 181).

On the basis of this study, Dressel and Faricy asserted a need for plan-
ning and coordination at the state and national level, They also
favored the introduction of constraints on departments that would
be designed to make the students educational-,e4)elience more in-, f,
wresting and challenging, provide policies t1U-0.---sttreqqrs and the Pub-
lic would judge .to he` ficcessary and fair, erie:ourag4-' amore, efficient
use of resources, and 'encOurage the evaluation ©f elfectirness on the
basis of outcomes rather_than on faculty and student preferences for
process.

In the third study, Dressel and Simon examined the "prohleM of
control, of -departments through budgetary procedures" (1976, p. 3).
Th'ey concluded that budgetary procedures requiring the department,
to relate RS' activities and objectives to the goals and objectives of the

_total institution should be established; that procedures are needed
to permit grouping of departments in terns of variables that provide-
an equitable basis kir departmental funding, and that -a complete
annual review 'and evaluation of each department and college is
highly desirable and . . . should he planned in such a way that
similar departments can h compared across the university (1976,
p 112). They also dest several analytical techniques, such as
clustering similar departrn s, that can: be employed to better under-
stand the functioning and ontribution of the department within the
university.

Though the raditional ilVervental, line -item. approach is used.'in



a majority of_ institutions considerable pressure is building to adopt
other ip.proaches. Dressel and Simon effectively establish the case
for internp,i purposes But there are external pres;ures' as well Pres-
cott, for example has maintained that "in spite of a. griwing aware
ness on the part of the university officials of the need for reforms in
college and university budgeting, motives inspiring management ,in-
novation have been less a response. to inner ,necessitt of university
management than they have _been a response to the requirements of
the external world, most notably, the state legislature anNktsate co-
ordinating agencies"11972,-p. 169). This observation is supported by,
Glenny, who comments that "slate pressures for better
comprehensive long-range planning are undoubtedly going:
from the politicians and will be directed, at the state coardinati g
and planning boards" '(1976b, p. 20). Accepting this as an environ-
mental probability,Glenny goes on to maintain that

an aggressive. realistic planning mode is the best - :defense against impo-sition from without of roles and programs for fravidual institu-tion. . . , State plans can then support stroog instinitional plans rather
than initiate models and procedures for imposing state- conceived
(1976h. pp. 20-21).

Participants at Iristittitians,
On the matter of preparing budget,- writes Williams:

magic is involved. Budgets are put together by department heads,
deans and directors; analyzed and refined by appropriate vice-Presi-
dents; reviewed and commiserated over by university and college
presidents; approved by governing boards; and then brought to the
legislapVe group _for study and action- (1976, pr-;-.2). Simple as this
process seems, it normally t.11es about 18 months, and there isymuch
negotiation, and many conilicuridden issues arise along the way.
Though the preparation of the academic budget focuses on activi
ties at the departmental level (Turrisi 1978; Lawrence and cService:
1977; NACUBO 1974) the thief executive officer, the:prggidenl, must
retain the final responsibility for the clevelcipment of the .budget 'andfor its transmission to the -board of trustees. He is assisted' by tl
budget officer, or perhaps the business vice-president, who achniniste
the development of the budget by establishing procedures- and for-
mats, prepares decision packages, and manages the budget prepara-
tion proces'i (NACU130 1974). Though the academic vice-president
and business vice-president play important roles in the development
of final budget recommendations, it is the president who must
finally resolve conflicts, whether between them or involving other
service functions within the institution.
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Final authority for budget approval, -however, r 't1 the in
stitution's board of trustees. The board must be assured that the
budget represerits and supports an educational plan consistent with
the overall institutional goals. In the case of private institutions=
board must be assured that any proposed deficit is consistent' with
the .overall long-range financial plan for the institution. The board
should try to remain removed from the internal development of the
budget, however. Matthews states that it must bethe president, not
the board, who referees the academic _wrestling that goes on in-
side the institution at budget time A board involved at this time
will .create chaos" (1976, p. 66)-.
..The diffuse, participatory nature of educational, budgeting is re-
fleeted' in the 1966 Statement on Government in Colleges and Uni-
veisities, jointly forriiniated by the American council on Educa-
tion, the Associatiok=of Governing Boards of Universities and Col-
leges, and cam American Association or University Professors. The
statement, maintains that

The allocation of resources among competing demands is Central in the
fom21er saarasibiliterruing boar g, in the ad,ministrative au-
thority of the president, and in the educational functioa of the faculty.
Each component''should therefore have voice in the determination of
short and long-range priorities, and each should receive appropriation
analyses of past budgetary, experience, reports on current budgets and
expenditures, and short and long-range budgetary, projections, The function .
of each component in budgetary matters should be understood by all the
allocation of authority will determine the flow of infOrmation and the
scope of participation in decisions (AAUP 1976. p. 379) ,

To further clarify faculty role tr 'budgetary and' salary'mat-
,

ters, the AAUP adopte formal policy on -faculty -partkipation
(AAUP 1976). This statern nt argues for faculty participation in the
preparation of the total ins itutional budget'throngh afi eleeteerep-
resentative faculty committee, and for the cleKeloprifent of :cril4iia-
for salary raises and fringe-benefit policiFsthat. are "8esigned,by a
representative group of the faculty in concert- with the administra,
tion" (p. 171). The, policy statement further suggests that individual

,
salary recommendations be initiated at the level of the department,
school, or program. whicheVer 's the 'smallest applicable unit of
faculty government.

It is quite common for the prdsident to use a budgetary committee
in the development of the overall institutional budget (McConnell
1967; Kendrick 1965;-NACUBO 1974). And it, is equally common for
the faculty, prirnarily through this committee, to significantly eon-
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.y. and choice's of he ,p1;etz and tli adtruni a- -
use institutions wlitri& faculty has much power,

nt may be little mOre than a fikurelicad.2
institutions, as the,budget 1-no v5-beyond. the' institutional

rning bbar1d; a variety of other participants become involved in
budgetary process. lAle'turn; then tq art exarninatton'Of the issues

'involved in the review of postsecondary cation budgets: ',0"

State-Level Budget Review
Those usually involved in budget \revie"w at the st evel are'the

staffs of state postsecondary echicatiod agencies, staffs f he.gorcrriors'--,
executive budget office, and leoislative staff associate. with authoriz-
ing or appropriations' committees h)Rwever, the nature of 'theft in-
volvement and the extent of their participation- in, the btkigetary
process differs significantl from state. t5 state (Glenny 1976b),
ticipation at the site level is a fig7tion of ,and is'parterned, after the

of authority for/postsecondary echicatir,' In etch state,:,
evolved' over time and continues to change, sornetirri;"s 'froin

year to y'ear4, Nonetheless, there common issues and concerns
among the States.

Most Of these issues were identified by the study offState budgeting
for higher education conductcd by ..the Center for -Research and De-
velopment of High& Education at -B'erkeley and directed by Glenny.
Glenny concluded that ."no pliepernenon found in Studying state
budget practice seems likely to 'have as much ImBact on colleges and
universities as the growth in 'number, size,- and professional capacity
of tlie legislative budget staffs". (1976a, 98); This has led to in--

fttictt tr,. i ncreased competi
nX1.1? etarY require

tary-ri-le of

-creased ;redundancy ii p-th
!ion -among-istaffs,--'the-
rnents on institutions
the,poststoridai-y-eclu

Redundant budget rev i c ily, h
ter of checks and balances is a constittitonl

chility of.redturdancy. Thus Dror,,,holas that
.airy ipolicy issue or one of its %phases is,',the.' -mc

Sh"buld be provided as a way to. tranirnize the risk of
p; 21). t

ur po c sys-
"on of the de-

re critical -a
e. redund

.

akes" (1968:

Ve are indebted to Hans jenny for this minder of the real tyorid. Ike pthnted
ni that the quasi-legal "power without responsibOitr that some faculties exercise

in the budgetary` pro S.. trace a burden on the chief executive officer that he or
she cannot fully cope ;silk and, as a consequen-e, introduce, difficult accountability
issues.



.

The overlap of executive and legislalive branches in the eview,
_

nekton has -.ot occasion appfoached 100 percent, hcniever - `a.

at- postsecondary education agency also is participating in' the rafelv
dgets; the problem created by the dverlap is fuither exgcerbated.
efore 1"given the constitutional position, of the executive and

lye, functions, he coordinating agency's former monopoly on
n Matters i taking third-party status in a two-party war."

Plenny argues theiefore that the state postsecondary education agency
6shonld move away from its most prized function, budgeting,' and di-
red more of its resources toward planning -and policy,- studies, the
development of information and management systems, program re-
view, and an analysis of 'budgets in relation to long-range plans and
policy analyses (1976-a, pp. 143,

Schick points, out that !much discontent is a permanent part of the
budget, process, rooted in its bargaining/incremental mode,..which re-
quires the pnrticipants to play adversary roles and, each to get lesi,
than he wants" (1971,`pp. 167-68). This'obseryation is reinfOreid by
Anton, who stated that "'recognizing-the strength of built-in pressures
of ,operating agenFies) to expand budgets then,and. believing that

these pressures will be reflected in budget requests, _reviewing officials'
naturally see themselves as 'cutters' (1,.972,,p. Taking into ,at-
count the expectations that are associated with 'certain roles in tale
budgetary process, and given the 'inevitability of conflict in the bud-
getary pro'pess, can= strategies, be employed that help to minimize dis-
content?

Budge a egtes

Several strategies -'for enhancing, budgetary performance are sugA
Bested ih the literature. At the departmental level, Turrisi maintains
that it is'important for departments to justify their budget request's.'
on the basis bl the goals oE their college; further tip the line, the col-
lege should try to relate its goal to overall long-range institutional ob-
.jectives and goals (1978). This should bj done, Turrisi advisee, not
only in the context'of the budget request but throughout the year. as
well 'Effective_ cornmu'nication between department hinds and deans
regarding -needs and plans is likely to minimize_ confusion and rnis-

_ understandings at budget time.
Similarly, effective analysis can,strenkthen budgetary outcomes.

Setting, aside for= the moment consideration of whether effective
:analysis provides insight, and aids decisionrnaking in budgeting, the

e o existence of analytical backup lends, credence to the legitimacy
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of the budget requests. The existence of analytical -backup gives an
impression of effective management and in ,fidence among re-
viewing agencies and- appropriation corn the budget re-
questis justified; thus, in this Instance, for ands substhnce.

Anton suggests four rules 'for pr ring and sitbmifting budgets:
(1) Avoichrequests for sums smaller an the current appropriation.
(2) Put as much as possible of the new request (particularly items

with top priority) into the basic budget,
(3) Increases that are desired should be made to appear small and

should-grow out of existing operations (the appearance of funda-
mental change should be avoided).

(4) Give the Budgetary COmmission something to cut (1975, pp. 208-
209)'.

A caution to these rules is provided, however, by Wilclaysky: "If an
agency continually submits requests- far above what it actually gets,
the budget bureau and the appropriations committee lose confidence
in it and automatically cut large chunks before looking at the budget
in detail ". (1974,. p, 21).

Research-,by Le loup and Moreland (1978) on budgetary success in
fefferal agencies does not *support this advice, however. Assertive.
agencies those. that ask for substantial increases in their budget ---
experienced larger cuts in the request (partially because their request
was so but also, received larger increments in the ap-
proptia.. than those agencies that made more modest requests.
The 'normal' strategy of rnodclation posited by the incremental

theorists is more myth than reality,", they Write.."The strategy of .

moderation may be desirable for agencies seeking- certainty, stability,'.
and high support of their initial'-request, but it will not lead to.
agency-growth and may in fact lead to as,ency decline" (n. 239)., As-
sertive agencies are those than can generate public support 'or that
have effective advocacy relationships in the executive or legislative
branches. The key to budget 'growth, according to these authors, is 17
to'"attain a positidn of political support (with support inside. and
outside of.goernment) to justify a large increase. 'Don't come in too

t high' is poor advice for an agency wishing, to receive more money;
come in, hs high as you can justify' would appear to be bettdr advice
based on the results of this study" (p. 239).

The need to be politically aware and to formulate budgetary
strategies accordingly is reaffirmed by Schmidtlein and Glenny;,:-
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oMeetives; insensitivity to emerging.--rtendsrw
when. Iormulating and defending budgets-(1977 p..

he budget-request cycleiextiuds over a period and involves
Y different participants and complex _strategic considerations.

Though, there are no easy fornplas' for rttnOre socccssfutl participation
in this -cycle, we concur wlit Ierfny's:--ob5ervation aboire, that the-,
best defense is a -good defens4,-To the extent that a tlepIrrte,iital',
chairperson is able to artickate the objectives of the depart erit, to
explain hoWthese objectives relate-to the overall goa15.-and,t-tirections
of the institution, and to document the service pecwicled by tti_e de-
partment to the other departments in the institution., the hodg-41'.
quest Cycle is likely to be less uncertain., less forbidding and Trioie re,
warding.- In spite of Anton's rules, a':'budget developedlinjifs ran-,

ceOftil thaw-One that
Such a. -str2tegy
acirlty, ihrocigh-1

nit ttlarAll6e
tort. isretit with

SiorletbA.s.s,
pveridnie

vely 'floc
c fc

is likely to be more defensible and mor
belies on the expectation of increm

is-not easy to implement, of course,
thatrdepartments, will subscribe to
goals coincide with euvironmental re ndes_
the postseconiiary needs of the institutions _Service
unless the institution has developed a- PQw
analytically_ processes, a well-reasoned anti
merited. bud justification is likely to be the best
ass in the. dget =request cycle.

The Budget-Allocation Cycle
Reeves has observed:

of the persistent myths of academia is that every,cntral acim-

has a secret fund which, like the widow's treat barrel that nourished
the prophet Elijah, is both inexhaurstabic and selfreplenishing.
Many faculty ,members and rnost students -seem to holie accepted this
myth irnPlicitly. . Unfortuna.tely, this popular much! i5
antasv. The- which -come to an institution arc indaid

en are severely If-rnizecl, and never are sufleient to meet ale a.C
cumulated demands upon then(172. p. 167).

Frequently the ounrOf -funcisu allocated tO
the nature of this fantasy:.

The liudget,reclueSt cycle ends when the e

propriations bill for higher education. The nature of
considerably from ,state w state. :In some states,
are provided directly to the institutions dirough-_

passe the 'a
this bill varies
appropriations
appropriation



_

er States, they are provided to the s'ystems which 4n,turn
allocate resources: to institutions ,' In some-states, they are lillocatby cat 4.

vernor:AeXecutiye budgeCaffice: And in other states, theare II tett through the state stsonclary education agency,- Corn,.
rtion to-rnost:states:- however, att. le illative directives attached tnzthe-appropriations bill..

'a

Directives
'These directives are frequently,-referred to ,as- ''riders. Throtigh

.Viers, the legislature evidences its' interest- in specific aspect f.higherlie tion. They tike -manor forms. They exPr taeis an expection.
0,1 tvition charges. They frequentl ifidicatespecific7rograms:

establisifed or that are 4ec fically riot funded by- the
They provide specific institutional or campus al-

-targets for system appropriations; -And they are used for
a -of other purposes. In :tlorida, fox exairliale;-frhe-:1976 ap-
prialion bill for the universities., contained more than 46 riders,

dealing with such edu tional issues -cia.conduct of an'enrollment-
estimating conference, ir-namingof ,a building; die Water raleto bepaid to the City of ville, identification:OfAinimurn alieCations'to be provided .to legislatively -faVored projects, reinstitution of the
!'fact hoolL'Istin higher education, and the development of a uniform
information system (Floi-ida-tegislature

If during a particular legislative session a eontfoyersial issue .

emerges, involving aTprograin, in institution, a systein,'br the state
postsecondary education agency. one result often is a rider to the ar
propriations bill that expresses legislative intent regirdin the par.

titular issue, The incidence of riders seems to be on crease,
d they "1/2.are freqiiently regarded is invasions of insti pre-rogatives. A paricular so-..arce of frustration is, the fact sortie

states; the operation of the conference committee is s
rsseidom debated in conference, pot subiested to the -scrutin

.,- the respecti've. appropriations cdm- inir tse, and -airridsj never qu
in final considerAtion by the full legislature, Ande riders of

t

tt

. thetlegislative emilvalent of an executive fiat..

Execution-6 the Eegi. e Allocation
Orice the `pt cations bill is pissed

'fairly rapidly, Agh the governor'
legislativr appropriations, stir
budget- office plhys a tulat 1

fined
are

h, 1 tion process moves
ce is' the forrnal executor of
c Idle- governor's _executive
in this stage of the-alloca,



toil: prods If legislative appropriations to he alf ed to in-
Mite some kind ofstittitions?thro state agency or sys_

formula allocatto sed on workload estinMes, As often used.-
nature of the formtila and its foundationshave normal'ed4WW,out int: the request;cycle..As'a---Consequetrice; relatt y

during they &Citation cycles on reconsidera
elements fortnula.- Seldom though, is there just a simple ap-
plit actor e fonnula -todeterrnine specific appropriations for -in-
stitutions; Special riders in:- the appropriations bill rialst=be ton-
sidered in additionspecific progra armada.- needs 'Of 'institutions not
siifficiently accommodated in the forrnula trust_ be reviewed and cdti7
sidsre.d with -respect to their combined impact on -and-interactiono
with the formilla allocations. If the allocalions are from the'- state
postsecondary education agency, system -offices, , relatively more
rnphasis is placed on the use offite. formulas to determine the system

allocation, on the aSsinription that- the system Offices-will in develop-
e-

mg their Spedfic institutional allocations_undertake to accOmmodtte
specific institutional needs and .requireme-ritS.

Once the insfitntion receives notification 81 its fundin g
.

slocations must be rir'ad e to college§ and departments and tO:other
service functions withip1the institution. Titirisi desiribes the process
id:Florida one that is used also in otherstates: .

ion 1-09cess vsual)4y.starti With
niaridated. types of 'expenditur
anee,Workrprt's compelisa

_onstaitar incr4silig utility''
irsonuel are confclered during

'takirq_ off row
s These include,such items
Personnel Board lurid:
entsr- Salary cdunni ments

Isa -(1978t p.

ry evel are ;also established to prol co ngency
rtyllment fluctua ions that.would cause tus ition aricl'fee revel
Jess than-what was einenated in the budget.

remiinder usually istributed to vice-presidents or'college
deang depending on the organiratfon of the-institution; and -oflenr
ttiIl the participation of a Budget Committee" (Turns]. 19.78, p. 6).

that point, resources ari -provided to he de merits- arid
programs in 1i e.with:an assessment pro rpatic need,

linernifactors; guests for hew pro nitnatiri.acti I-
-or by I approach based last ',year's htl

n-,
e he

An interes g all
;ceptually- not lion

ion model primarily used by, though eon
some private institutions, is describeS by



I
4Rows ant:I:Van -Horn. They destribe a pr-ofit enter' decentralidecentralized
restinrce,allocaticiri system in which

-.., each profit center, 'school or -department; earns. incomc.,4irectly. This
come irpsed by the subunit:to pay its own difect,ope4ting expenses an-
t? Purchase from dther areas of the university: ,

'The befiefits (of this model) generally lie in two areas the first is a
more informed . at cl more adaptive martageniene.Stnictme. . The
second ,advarOge is a ability to provide more direct incenti: for-

-30units (1977, p:° 1,41)
-

irris argues: that 'in,,tileory a reallocation of.reso des shrub
occur and tracVenrollinent shifts and priorit), changesim prictice,
major, reallocatiOns of resources seldom occur'' (1978,' p -.9). She
points out 'that about 75 percent of the university's funds is used for
salaries and another 10 percent is devoted to uncontiollab1/such as1:Iutiliues. Moreover, of the yernaining 15 percent, a large, portion
must be used to provide *base-ietel suppors' For small programs or.

programs that ate experiencing decreasing enrollment. Tice result,
Turtisi roaintins, is that he reallocation Of resources in -the atmos--
Phere of steady state- pr -I tlecreasing overall funding, therofbre, is a
s a d pai tifol; process' 9).

cognizin pro bitins facing higher ,eduration in the future,
'e nimimii;tf.ias nonetheless focused ontthe necessity, of

!, e.Comthission recommends six strategies:

in Lions -of Policies` that will ehieve this goal,. freallocationj will
-tarn ins iiution-th institiuwn hut Ina ell include elenients of=

ec ive, eptb cks:',(2). across board' biWetarf cuts, '(3) "consolidation
of existing 117. grarnS readvtion of existing progyarns,4,(5.), 'every tub
in OttOM,' and (6) cOn -reassigniperit of positions vacated_ due
to on, feti ent, or cleash (1972, p- 10.3).

i he budget tarn ,ar nally 'provided to the inclivinal.
departments time fiscal year has rrob ily. already begun d
beginning o -academic is j si around the; corne r risi,
points out th these time friame ale '.*. ;"total)), out,. f-step with
d ions: ch must be made 'b the Chairperson if he r,J e is to
to nage his' or her.Departinen h ny Viit'of responsi lit 1978,' _

P . It is riot possible2to wait tinul:August to firktrout a the
.ti6n of i new position and find someone to fill post-

_rt. by 'the be inning of the acad
.1

roic year. Similarl graduate
student ribsitiAs must be filled 'beforbifina1 ppropriatio are,btained. Thus- vice-presiderA deans; san departtnentHchaOpersonS

,. ,
7



reqUently, will take the risk that rn o hinds ro-
vided for these positions. V .,,

These timings produce ration., eoriftisieni and un-
ut

1 it

___t

Rty, and nece ItaIe a certain amount of the a
acadetnk a nistratprs. Ad to this the -inelitahle conflict i

budgetary pract4t, anti it is 0 tounderhuind the. tension th s

pact 'of budgeting in postsecon ary education.



Postseconclary education will confront many dacult challenges in
the years 'ahead. The costs of doing business are likely to continue to
ulcrease, making it more expensive for students to attend. Fewer
high-school-graduates will be available for enrollment in colleges'and,
as a.- consequence, 'institutions. will try to find, ways to -5erve'other
itinds of" students. Competing demands for other social services corn
bitted- with -pOisible revenue reductions made by our increasingly'

-conscioUs society will make it more difficu justify continued
dget- increases:. Pressures for countability id cost reduction are

not likely,to abate. As these resstires begin to be felt by individual
s members, the trend t ward- collective barmining in higher

on can be expected to increase.

dget Enrollments. and Reve
aps- the mosi pervasive of ese forces that we believe swill affect .,

1

ng in., postsecondary education is- the Ypredicted-enrolinient '--
ti." Since an enrollment decline probably will mean budget de-

(at least.,whert expressed in constantdAllits), low 'might the
budget planner respond? The most itntrno4yi.preclicted reaction is
resource reallocItion. But the claims of-:propohents of zero-basebucll
Feting -INtwithstanding, Airterican colleges for the Most art have not,
yet had to make the large numbers of. reallocation desist ns thht Will.

'necessary if the projected' enrollment reclktiorfS : aterialize.
ZBH's discrete decision packagesare uzlikel themselves ,Po handle
he budget strews of the rnagkitude toed . -., Some chill ne

that ti,teA-rats planning and ,brillieting in comjarehenst'Ve
trch as PPBS, most likely will -emerge, sine many *hooll will be"

ed` to substantially Change their institu I

.such
)

fi-
ancial situations. The budget planner iS,a1"

i

c
ristder the

ploymern obligations Ilia union .`accepts; -
ies 'represent the biggest budget :corn,
twitutions, we expect to see mu

appiiintments, part-time assignments,
evcnlscime type of .productivity-based

rkets that institution
ast a partial solution to

intm
ton

higher d 'cation = e entering
his en ol l -_erit sh



also pose tt w krr ds of planning budgeting'prob-
lems.. e describe( (fie(fie acad c and financial
planner, in awarding .cadernic credit for new forms of edu
cation41 a, rty. On one Ifilnd, the budgeteer is teinpted to considir,
Rich- work equivalent to the colleges existing program, so that it
tnighVbe eligible for state funding; on the oth4 hand, the budgeteer
is Waged. by concern t at- the -academic enterprise will be under,
mined: Few schools ha-v faced this problem on any apPreci ble scale',t
so- fat.,, OE these that ha e, even fewer have come-,-to grips
any4ornprehensive manner. Not surprisingly, the most likely solu-
tion,Again,will be a closer. linking oFplanning and Etude 'ng.. par-
.ticula4rthat aspect at planning Aar seriously're valuates ii-

may seeinsliiyply,to accompany entollment decli `-e nia
_ don's ihisAion and role.- Interestirigly, the pe scinuel,yrac ices, that

-use,
h e ThkiS-tecatise the inherent n. 0 of the addernic p iii4ving,new trta-rkeis (of campus (i. -, irregular. prngram,. length,s,
and the use of instructional personnel tradiiionally qUalifi-eld) di-

,srectlyeconflicts with most current academic personnelaqicies.-
Any prognostikcatto- tails 14:certainty, but predicting the impacts

of accountabiflty on f' sbUdgeting practice it esecially hjiardous.,.:.. '-,'.(Within 22"*:lays durinetlickwrnmer of 1978, California academic and
-7*financial planbers had two ,accountability rernindels the Bakke de&

.,-

sion and Propositon 13Though the, direet impart both was'in a
: , - ,- little * doubtsingle Slate, there is. little reason to ctonot . higher 70iducation

-pianner in .ill 9 states/will have td contend with this kind Of .--cellange
,. 4-_,..in the social ronmdnt offer the corristrgddrade. Taken together. ..',10.,the Bakke (*ler and Proposition 13 Place-the postsecondary educa-

Lion ac in a quandary. He is it once being -a extend
new ices to ne
Much ssary
ing' to hy
more realistic
budget,,planne

-
w population's and to reduce programs b owever.
to live within a greatly reduced budget. rt is. to

hat. one force or- the atkers will have to "'give:s.

merit, however, indieates:thaikthe program and
have to cope Wi,th botK;of these competing public

ands, and without specifie.policy guidance:

be other conflicting presstrt n.the.budget nner in
The emergence of colle _'ve batgainin the de-

groilps probably.w diiect opposition to
per nnel practices peeded to be responsive to declining
and new student markets* While these coalitions call for
flexiiIility possible in faculty and sr-14 cokunifinents, col

'f

mand
the types of
enrollments
the grease



ive-b rgainiiig, agents -rill e or greater;'
dotid has a silver lining, s that callect-ve ba

,
employef to deal with ernployeeL as: d'grou
ja40:01 % 4 Ies s eci fix . exile

---
art

pIoyee e :- emplciye a the financia 1 en t

missal" f c t members at ihe S to I _ivi rsity er'Neil York -
yearsago was a inistered through a c se in the faculty employ rt
contract. kno he aclvania -cbllec ainingoii.,:that.-
successful in n otiation , .itill.pliied LO be
irtfarmed about the financial .condition he lnstituthin and th
plications-of various 'plans of action.

Politics.and Analysis
The complexity anc. confljct inherent in these _sties assure us

there will beetio easy resolutions. It is probab enhanced an ly-
tieal support for deci onmaking will be required and -that buidg Ling
will4 be concerngd'with value-laden problems. And solhe debate. ur-

,, . ,. . .renfiding the Rolitical and technical dimensions of lltulge ng) though
frequently artrfici-A1,and clothed in hyperbole, is not like' to diminish..
-Increasing demititls for social accOuntability and the pr speet of
greatly chringed college missions and roles will lead to vigo us_polit-
ically based, debate-, .both within and outside the institute ilarly,

.significant resoureeollbdition; the evaluation orthe fin, ncial impact,.
'of serving new markets, a id the negotiation of Tailor proposals will
demand moreokaphiStiCated teCbilical analyse political neg a

tion ant:etcclinical inalysisPanthsiippoi-t will b portant, ,therefoted
- and some de,cisionMakers will-value one t)pe 9,y r the other 11-1 reach

ing Tecisiens.'
,

Budgeting, heory and'Refbrm
rote th_ developnaeht of a theory of budgeting is imbedded in the,

political-t chnical debate, "the theory.will continue to develop slowlyi.
While it is usbally,agreed_that development of techniqics follows the
develop pent of_the9Dy, this may.,noto be the case Necessity being the

Oilier 6of invention,. we are likely Oa, many new budgeting lecli-
piques evised to deal with...the emergin is ues that we have sclissed
as well as withisotnewe have not fore ert Glenuy obsery s that in I

'are riowiftushipg for --bu change at a rate i ister than
,. .

innovators can respon eh new-found su port ,for
-I

..,
nnovaticm, the coming decade ma well

P erience a heighte ed dace
b g form and a ne1,- age of ac nymiq. p- (,,,



there was any _toto he leaned, from our review of public--

administration budgetary history, it was Oa form takes a long time
and that the brad refcirM has many ma' ns in specific budget

anningivapproaches. Using Schick's k to describe the Con-
.

o 'rnanagementsancl nning eras of ing, one must conclude
&hat the planning era is still relatively young If the quarter-century
average life of both the-control and-thenagernent eras is indicative
of the life expectancy for thpplanningVE, it is only half completed.
Thus, to assert that PPBS isdeack.or that EBB is already dying may
be art example of not seeing the forest for the_ trees. We may well be

be
,mOdle ofo much larger era that will to. be known for its

ginal-utility analysis approaches to bildge
Lug -far, we seem to be-pointing to a conclu that budgeting

.practice, postsecondary edudation. is likely to indergo significant
change -'how chattier' will it really be for the participants? Will
the four points of contention that we have identified,pdrticipation,
centraliiation, equity; informationbe enduring fssues?. We 6e

6
ye that indeed these concerns are enduring ones for postsecondary

.education budgeting, and ,hat regardless of what the next- several
ilecades may bring, the debates about budgeting will sound familiar.

. .
, arttn anon

More than -most rt1er types of -social organization -college and' , .

universities have practiced a relatively participatory form of budgetary
decisionniaking. And partichaation has always- been a major source of -la

_contention within the educational -enterprise. The next 20 years are
likely to see this-debate heightened. _The-complexity surrounding
cP A

ollege" and its-financial condition is_becoming so great that itdemah
strong,management. Decisions will need to t111,fade more-rapidli;_nd

h a groater singleness of purpose titali,-'tMt participatory fesims
permit. But at the same time this complexity will 'require hi iti- -,_,

,
formed decisions, and a de ee insight that will hot likely n 0
in a small, central, adrnin trat team The demand_for.4,co egi#I

,

d °making therefore will con e. Althoi*h. the role of students
dedisionmakini has been limit thus ta'r, the rnpacl

hoices ist likely to become more-donrina t throl
dition of ;a- bhye s s)student' market. wish s cnt

will likely Bard i tore frequently' a dam re, forcefully in the

.

I ing years. Wli it is difficult to_deter ich of these forces may
preva it is fairly certain that Concerns offer the- type and degree of
wide s le participation in budgetary decisionrpaking will continue.



Centralization
Some state systems of higher education ire already preparing lor theenrollment squeeze of the -1980s through centralized-master-planning

efforts. They are trying to determine, = front systeinwide offices; which
institutions have legitimate Claims for which kinds of students, in thebelief that only prior centralized planning will prevent outright "war
among institutions over students: ut this type of action is cording ataiirrie when Many social observers are sensing 'a growing disenchant-
mem_ with large government. Indeed, this has been .,a strong issue inrecent state and national efections-bn topics ranging from water policy:

ducation.practice. Similarly, educational planners are rnoje Ind.more-
aware Cif the self-defeating features of centralized cora&I' and

.'are interesteiritt finding ways to increase the flexibility of insti
xecutives. The clask between thesf philosophical views w

grist for debate for many }'ear's to come.

4E 111 sty:

Ve defined_ equity in budgeting as the provisiort.of similar r
for similar needs; wherf these competing needs might be amon
dividuals, among programs waltiri an itAtution, or 4among ii
tions within .a state system- To4late, mat -trts to measure sirnila
f need (particularly at the programmatic ank institutional levehave been based o9 fairly crude workload Measures, such as the num-

ber of students by discipline-and This-operational definition ofequity is certain to be challenged Over the.next decacli. Meager ad-.viinces in the understanding of tl production function in education
suggest to technical analysts that one-to-one correspondence between
students - and :resource needs -Various' approaches to
measuring the economy.of,scale henomenon and incorporating it intdib
budgetary practice are being prop The conditions of the next. 4
decadeare likely'to lead to eVencinore damental equity questions.
Forinstance, should -the similarity of need b tern-lined by counting--
the number of students (through an econord c technique. prtherwise) or ing the employment o tions of the in

tort ®fc e, need not to dismiss l g-tern e si es.
.1 type01 deba be expected to r v especially inters

institutional level NAhere -budgetary flexibility isTuor&
tl e.irgpaa of sta ffs is most keenlyfelt on a_ personal

nally, information needs will cons ue to be a major source of
ion.. This will be so impart betatete infor iron is relied on



other areasja debate. But it also will due to controveriila
developments in -the measurement of the iriforrnation itself_ Perhaps
the biggest luirdle Io the direct application of common business budg-
eting practice in higher education is the lack of understanding of the
productiOn function. The cost and benefits accompanying a decision
about to user steel or plastic in ,the production of some dur-
able go I, determined in industry. Educators, howeyer, can _

seldom consensus concerning similar tradeoffs in the develop:
men ted individual. In fact, much debate continues about
the, I I I : r education and how they might be measured.
Progress in providing this type of information for budgetary decision.
rnakirig is impeded by definitional problems, but signiNcant efforts
continue. Not only are advances probable in understanding the econ:-
only of scale at institutions through measuping fixed and variable
costs, mere also is signincant interest in the rneasuremenit of educa-
tional outcomes. Thus the provision of information will be the sub-
Act of debate at various levels for e foreseeable futuredebates
concerning goals, Purposes, definitionrs, and analytical measurement:
techniques, k

We began this _Monograph by citing Wilclaysk
'oe is likely to think of budgeting.as an arid-s

stodgy clerks and chill statisti4" Certainly,
dull have their role in budge-tiii
more sensitive pitrticiparits. The
budget plahning, through its "tran

bserv4tion that
rirovince' of

dgy and the'
ivicious and

irces into

1png fliet,:rnore
portant point; We be

ion of financial r
human purposes," should be of -interest to us all. Over th flext 20
years, some of the most fundamental d icisions concerni e form
and function of higher educe on are likly made as pa
b1t lgeting pr
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